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This th~s1s presents the computer simufate'd thermal
strellS analy.sis' of fo.rgin~ "in9ot~" dur1.ng the h'eating :and'
These 'results' a'r~ then uaeif to obtain 'the,
,~ .' I
, .... , ' .'
ncinl,inear finite e~emer)t: analy~is., ,The nonlineariti~B due to
the' -variation o,f 'milter~al propert~eB. have' been talten .."int.o
account by. calculating the. temperature at' :(U.ff,erent time
ste~s 'fi,~8t ~,n~: ~~~n at' each' .time·_s~~e the f2hmentaq~.t!r;_t.~:~~
~~tric'e~ are recaiculated.' ..The. nonlinear algebraic equ~'.ticin8 ' .'
)
"
, optimal, 'heating, schedule of.- thes,e i'ngots',
,'fhe' equa'~ions f'~r' 'the: tra~8i'ent'.'nonlinea'r
'tempera't'ure· 'distribution withi-n ,t'!l~ '"ingot duet~''''''t'h'~
convective' and: radi":~i~e' 'h~at flu~ are ~edved,,'u~ing the "~~< ..,,~~
..
I at:e solved" usipg thr~e techniques' and 'then','the best technique~
! is sele<:t~d Jfr6m,,the~e ."thr,ee f:r 'fur~h~~:'an,aIYsi~:
! 'l ' The mathema'ti"Cal'~deI'"f~r ,e.h~ th~rlnal'.~.e..~tt-.~8S
I, (analyst$; hAS a18? bee'n. fo\tmul';"t~d''~~~ng 'the, finite eiEk~~t
,\1 • analysis.. The' temperaturesobtain:d from the heat, trans,fer
\ ana,lyeis are used' t~ calcu~ate' the fo.rge,' vector:. fO'f "the ~ .
tOo' ', • ..-'~' stress analysis,. These iinite element, models' ,are then used____ t'o ,calc.ula·te, the effects of axial. ~eat ~IU:lt •.;_t~e, !ilendorne,lI8', . rati~' .of the ingot,- andt:-he "linearizatio~ of the" ~e~t:',flux,onthe transh'n~ temperature' and· 8tresS d1stribU~ion's:....ith1n th~,I ingot.
"
, ,/~~.
The optimal heating schedule has bee.n obtained
co.n1li~ez::i~9 two t.y~eB of· cdn~t.r~.,int~BI . th-e nut ~ype o~)the
con8tr~i.~t is that, the, stre,sses developed should not;. exce\!2
... :""'..1' .' . ,! .. '" . .
.certain '~alue Bstablishe4:, by, som~ .. of the co~o.n~y -known
_./ '.' ".,' - ,'" " :.
fa'Uur~ tl1,e0t;ieB~ and ~e second t~pe is that the "temper.ature
'1.0 y~~- .i~90t, dur'ing -the -heating, 0;: 80a~i:n9 period '~oes -. n,o.t
. .
e~ce~d. a specified ,value for- a particulak- type of .mat~rlah .
". .
;Th~ m~.~:tl~d' o~' optimizat1~n of", :the f~rnace 'h~aHn~ schedule is
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
1.1. The Forqing "6£ an Ingot ~
A large' number of' primary or s.eC~hd"ary meta'l
forming processes i~volVe-'- ccimpi""'"e"x heat !.'ransfer .and~. at.ress .
.. analYllis calclJ~ations. The .' solutions of such' pr~ble'm8
. . .
require enorm~)l.s computations which, ar,e possible it?'" with ,the
~d~ent pf the. fast di~~tal. comp.ut~rs. The benefi~'s of. thesC/
compurations are that these p-~oces~e91can be done .safely· and
within much ahorter. :ime thus sa,vin~ ~ .l~rg~ sum of capi~al.
One of the'se" processes is the heating' ~f ingolcs in a sO';'k10g
p~t.
In conventic;mal steel mill practi~e,. tlre-molten
stee} is· first' poured into a preheated, ingot molds which ca."
be vacuum 'degassed aa sho,,-n in Fig. 1.1 aod-left to solidify
for several d~,YS before the ing,ot is stripped' away fr~m the
mold [1.2], Then the ingot is sent to a soaking furnace for
heating to a convenient teinpera,ture for hot wor~in9•.A ~~.rge
number of steels are heated :to a temperature. around .122S·C
'for' forging. ~fter initial f~rgin.g. the' ingot is 'reheated '~n
prepar-ation for further wotk .such as forming. rolllt:1gI
. annealing. drawing,' etc. During the heating bf the in90t,in~
a 'furnace the. surface gots heated fairly ~apidly who.reas thp
,-
'Fiq. 1.1: Schematic Arrangement of the. Vllccum-Calllting
Installation. Emp10yinq the Stream Degassing
Tei:!hnique (after .McGannon· [1]) •
.... ,..
I.,
core remains' at a comparatively lower 'temperatut'e. Thus, the
thermal stresses ll.t"s ~eveloped in the ingo~ due t.o the
temperat1Jre- variation within the ingot. ..::.::::..:
J "In p.ractice~· these in?ots 'at"e charged' into a
4!Jrnace maintained at a lower temperature ip. the first ,atage,'
and then the furnace tempet"atu~e is r.aised to 149S·K(122S"C)
~lon~, a cer~in path. ~uc'h that the thermal 'st:resse:'! do not
ca~'ii::;acki~9_ failur"s 0.£' ~he material. ·on~ ca~ heat th~
ingots to a highs"r'· temperature: t"ange without causing, thermal
. cracking by choosing di'f£erent' f~.rnac~ temperature paUls,_
But, th.l;-9 hea~in9 process 'has t~ 1;>e ~arried out in an optimum
time in. order to min~mize the pt"o'duction time as we-Ii as
p'roduction coat. This problell\ [nvolves the calculation o~ .
. 7J the transient temp~ratures .and the cot"t"esponding thermal
. stress distributions within the ingot and then the 'ppt.ima.l
fu!~~e tempe~ature pith is obtained.
1.2 The Litet"ature Survey
1.2.1 The Heat Transfer A~aiysis
The numerical studies of the heat transfer prqcess
o~ a solid ,exchanging heat ....ith the<-'-;urr-ounding8 have been
carried ,out (J,~]. In [3'], the heat· balance of the system
was fot'ltluiated using the finite difference' method. The
~emperature decay. ·t'ate in the ·g&.ses in 'an annoa.ling fut"na.oo·
w&.s s~udied. The numerica.l 'results we're obt~ined ~Y ,using'an ..... ,
implicit. .•rnethod~:f$..1:n the investigation carried 'out in [4].
th~ transient te.@~ture diatributlon ..,ithi~ an I-beam w~a
.an~lyzed 'using the finite element I'Iibthod. The radla,t1ve aa
weU as convect-ive heat transfer f~om the....~rrounding fl'uid
medi1Jm wa~ rep·resented,. tw -m-equivalent conv'ecti~~'heat
tr;a~afer CO~f.Ji~i.en~, whic~ if mUlt~Pl~ea b;' the .tempera~ure
difference "between the :bound. iry .node ana' the ambi,E!'':\t..
temperature equalled the total am~unt of heat tn.-;;;fer •. This
amounted to l,ineai:-i,dng. t.he boundary condition. ;
. 'The calcu.lat!~on of the in~ern(\l temperature
distribution within the cylindrical ingot during heating 111 a
pro~lelD in unsteady-state heat condu'ctton and the' equationa
governi~~. thia heat transfer proceu ap given in [5,6].
Runt [7] o':!tlined a. numerical method for the solution of the
int.ernal temperatu!="e distribution in a heated ingot .which
inv?lved t:he knowledge of the initial temperature
distribution in the ingot, the variation of t1'te ingot slein
t.emperature with .time, etc. The heat transfer prpceas 'id.thin
the cylindrical ingot haa been studied by seVeral G!ther
researcher, a1'eo, [8,9]. In these studies, the t,emperature
distributions' within the ingot were obtained usinq the finite
differen~e method. ' 1't. number of aS8u~ption8 were made in




(a) The ....hole of the ingot' surfa-~e ,'...as at the
temperatllr,e and the a'!?aorption of ~he heat. was
symmetrical.
(b) ~e ingot wae· assumed to- be infinite in length. 80 ~hat
the' heat _flow was r~dial', i ~ ~'. ,the~e. was no "heat input
t'o the flat' 8iJrf~c~s.:~hl'Ch are th~, .t.op "and' bottom
Bur'faces ·Of.,t;~~· ~ngot" '
(c) Each temperatu'rQ .z~ne wa.s sUffioie~tl,y Jlmail .so'that a
slngle temperatur.e could: be a~ll:ji9ned ~o ,it and> over- a
small time .t.t. the differeno;:p of te"mpera'ture between the
adjacent zones ....as regarded as .constant:
1;2.2 The Thermal Stress Analysis,'
In rec;:ent y~arB'considerable amount 9£ effort has
been devoted towards calculation. o.f the thermal str~88es in
infinite a~d s!!mi-infinit: solids, tliiclt plate8~ an'd
infini.te ly long _ cylinders ~ Adequate' references on these
types 9f work. can 'be found, in [10]. There are 'numerbu"s
processes in the cerami.c' as ....ell as in m~tallurgica,l
engineering fields ....here vone ha,e to have ,--""very 'good idea
about the~hermal 'st~e'Bae~: These ~t.resses are' ~8ually'
generated, by the crea~ion of te'mperatur~ variation. wi~hin. the \
body due to t.he 'impossd 8urfacEt, cqnditions: these t;ttresses'
can d~? <;!ccur i~' t.here is a ,heat. 89u~ce' ....ith;n thli bo~·y.





of the, elastlcit.y and thermal .p'Coblems •• The thor.mal 8tt'eSB88
\. ' , .'9.eneryed by nl;munifodn' tel1lperature "distribut,ion during- the
, heating of"iarge-di"a.met.er Hastealloy' x~ ingots W8l:'e etud.ls'd in
In this St.UdY',. tJ:le tem~erature dlet'r'iblJ'tl_on and ~he •
co'c,respond.ing' therma'l' str,esees along ','the horizontal section
. . . , . .
An '(refer' 'to Fig_· 1-.2,.) wel"~ caleulo1lted. In .the tempeti!lot.ure
~-f~tt-LPUt.i'O~ .~a{CUl'au·one, 'th~ "~eat flux .in ""th~ 'a·.~i!11
. . . ..' .
dit'8ct:.i~.n was .neS"lec,t,;Sd. (. Th~ . equa.t~(>ns' fO,? -.the, ,··'t.he.t'fI1.4:"
stc'sss: cal:ciula'tions .given· i:,R [11] we:re u!e.d •. '",he th4lrmai '
8tre8~eg .Along the' v'er:-ical axle at ~th'e c~ntre ot the ingot
(in te,n8io~) was selected as . tl\e cl:"i tica 1 pa r~meter; and a
maximum allowable stress_ of 90 '~er cent o~/0.2pet" cent yili!'id
strength ~a!s considerl!d' as the fractu~_e .ct"itet"ia. ~h'e fffect
'
of th~ va. ,ia,tiOn of mat~~i<U pr,ope~tie's, which change \<ii~h
tempe~atu~J on the t~mal stt"l1'sses in the cylinder Was
'stu<lie'd ii [12]. ,In .cUl,. the uncoupled t\1e~moelas~i~'_
'brittle ft"aet.ure problem has been di'scuseed'in tet"ms of' ~h.q
typ~e of stress-' ffelds produced by Burface heatinc:t
cooling. ~ t,
\ C '.
J:2.3 The optimiza'tion Studie~.of ·the ~eatin~.~rOCe8Be8·
Any' industrial opera,t.io~ . should . be carded Ol;lt 1-n
, an' optlma.i manner •. For sxampl'e, in the ca~e 'o·t". heating- of
'alloys, c'enmice, etc ••. th'e process a.h9uld' .be done "in the
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In~6 heating pt'OC,eS9 care should be taKen that
the materhal tempe["atll~eg at vacious points in the solid '(1.~,.
not exceed a certain BP~ified value, and . thQ therma 1
. .
stresses during the heati/, Sh0!:l.~d not cause failure df thl;!
material. !n the fot-git'lg, operation of steels, the hot
· . .
· wark419' is canied alit., ,In.' the higher austen-itie ~ar'rge. If
. .
a . close. control 0t'!- the finishing 't~mpEirat'ures ace
maintained, then "the solid temperatures' can rise .into the
. two":pnase region whe~re one of .the ~ha.8.e8 :i~ liquid, ~r. 'everr
w'ithln the salid-phaBete~pet'ature cange. the p'coblem'df"
burning at' oxidation ca~ occur' if the finishing te'mperature
J. is excee~ed:.. ·:Thus, 't.his· op~ration- '["eq~ire8 a very close
control on the 30l,id telllpetatures.
. Meric [14-1~] has d0tle quite e. ,consir'lerable amoUnt
of work in optimizing the heatfng, time of solids. In [141!..
· an infinh.-el.y long solid slab having tempet"atJre depen~ent
the,rmal condu~tivi~y "';a8 heated opt'imallY' under certain
. .. ~ ..
ambient conditions. The objective ,in this ....ork 'was to heat
·the slab to.a higher temper.ature level ~t the end o,f a' f'i~el1'
time ~eTiod. while keeping the 'ambient te~~erature as low as.
possible. The bounda.ry.cont.rol pt'oblem pi optimal heating of
an infinitely long slab w.~th t'empe;ature~dopendElnt therm~l
,condu~~i~.ity:, sUbjecte4.• to a convectio.n and radia,tion
·'b.?undary .cond.it.t~n. was' analyzed using the finite. eleme~t
method in ,[15].
,.
In [1'6]. a stationary vat'iat~ona.l·
, ;...
\/
. formulation of the necessary conditions for optimality was
derived fo.c# an- optimal control. problem governed by 11
parabolic equation a.;,1 mixed 'boundary conditions. ".A simple
model problem in optim'!l.l boundary heating of solids wa~.
analyz'ed In [17~ •. The objective of this etud'y was to achieve
11 desired temperature pl.:ofile 'along a segment of solid
. . " . ", .
boundary with a minimum amount of 11 bounocl.r.y heat flux which
. ,:.~
act;s as the controi~in9 function. The conjugate gTadlent
method of .optimIzation .was used. 1n .the 'm.l:Pirnj,z-a\iOn pro7~~:8. c;
In [18], the unsteady optimal 'heating of" solids by a boundary
helllt flux 'W4S f6rmulated for a solid of·.arbit~ary ge~metry.
Through the USB of the ~~range mu-lt.t.plier·, the problem was
reduced t<l an unconstrained optimization problem. Pt.n optimal
steady-s:tate control problem 9Qyerne~ by an el~ipt~c lltate, "-
equation was solved by several 'finite element methods in
[19].! Pt. !10nline~rly constrain~d problem ....hich ,involved
" minimi'zation of the i ~ner9Y coneumpt.ion of an industfial
furnace ....all . formulated' in {20]. The variables .of the
optimization method represented the' profile of fuel
con,sumptions along the furnace" The sum o.!, these variables
minimized, • The ,constraints were forlJlulated to satisfy
,:.he ..functioning t"imits of the furnace and the desired
characteristics of the i=!~.Oduct. In 'all these a-nalyses,,'
.- -:;'
con8train~1l such 4S the thermal stresses ....ere not considered.
,In [eL the thermal st.resses. were inclu-ded in the
optimization of the furnace heating schedule but the optimum
furnace path. ....as approximated by a series of finite-length
constant-sl,ope paths ....hich is sho....n in Fig. 1.). In this
study, the temperat.ure and thermal. st.ress dist(ibutions ....ere
calculat.ed usin.c,J t ....o-dimensional finite-difference analysl,s.
Thi~ analysis has t ....o drawback.sl Th.e first' one. is that the_
optimum pa.th should' b~ a continuous smoot.h curve rather t.han,
a, series, of ~eraight. lines and' .the second one ~s· tha,t ~,Klal
heat. flux should also be· considered. Thi,s 1.s because i"n
ac·tual practice, .the·heat: flows from both the radial alLJole.ll
the axial directions.
Based on a !evie.... of the available literature, it
can be inferred that the nonlinear three-dimensional
transient thermal and stress analyses of the cyiind;ical
ir:'got dJring heating .'in the furnace, and the optim.um
(mirdm1tm) time heating cycle of t.he ingot. considering 'the.
thermal cracking of the materia.l have not been done so far.
These are the Objectives ·of the present lnvest19atlon.
brief description of the oljljec'1ives' is presented in the' nex~
section.
1.3 Tbe Objectives of the Pre·lIent, Investigation ."
J,:n thi~. thesis, the equations for the transient
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the radiative and convective heat flux front the furna,ce have
been obtained using the f,lnite element method. This problem
has been fonnlt'la.ted as an a!tisymmetri.c Held problem. Tile'
thet"mal stre-ules due to nonunlfot"!1l tempe'C'~tlJt"e distt"ibution
of the ingot are calj:lJ1.-at:~d using, the linear elasticity
theory. The heating ·'nte. of .• the "logo," h~8 been va~.ied· ....iih a
·.vi~w to optimize' t:~e ~ea~ing schedule of the ingot ..
Thet"efore. the fo1l9wi~9 a"re "the Ob.~ectivt!~ of the, ·present
investigation,
~. The d~dva~ion of the tempera~;l"e d.~strlbution cqu~t-ion~f"
in an in.got using the nonl.Lnear fInite element analysis. " .
. .. ,I2. The study of the temperature dutr1.butlons .... ithin the
.. ingot due to various furnace heatinq paths.
'J. The study of the thermal stresses due' to the .varioue
furu..ace hea t1nq pa ths.
4. The optimal hea~i~q' echedule ..of· t~e heatinq pro~ese~
In Chapter 2, ~sinq the finite ele~ent llIet.had, the
. . ,.
for the nonl1ne~r therma.~ ~nalyshi of the inq~t.
~ 'during h~4tin'q in the furn~ce are derived." The.
Cr~nk-Nicholeon fi~it'e difference method has been lItIsed ~o
eXPfess the system of diffel:entlal equ~~ionsa:s a s,ystem of
nonlinear algebl:aic equations. Sevel:al numerical methods i5-r8
. .
discussed fOl: solving theae nonlineal: equat1o:,s. ~The eff,ect
of the heating l:ilte of the fUl:nace on, the Ingot temperaturee
':.I has a,laO been studied.,
..
·13
In Chapter J. ,a m~thematical model for the
axisymmet:ric thermal ,stress distribution ....ithin the 1'bgot due
to nonuniform' temperature dis~ribution has been established
using the finite element method. The thermal '~tresses a·re
calcl\lated ueing' the linea't-elasticity theory. To
.'. r'~ _ .
demonstra"te the importan~.e o~t:h:e thre~-dimenslonal.mo'del •.the
<$liet-mal stresse"s of this ari~lysls a~e compared"with those of
,the two-dimensional model. T~e effect of linearizing the
he:a,t transfer 'equat~o~s llnd slelldet'ness ratio of the, ingo~ on
•• the thermal stre~ses are alB? studied •
. 1 In Chapter 4, the'temperatu;e: and thermal stress
""\ distributions are ~Mlyzed for various feasible constants as
....ell as linear .slo~e furnace temperature paths. .The
different optimizattJ methpds applicable for the study of
minimum .heating time a..r::e disctissed,. The optimum ~eat"ing
furnace temperature path is. obtained by maintaining the
thermal ?tress energies at 90% of the 0.2 per c~nt yield
stress of the materia~ throughout the heating p~riod; This
optimum' path is a.chieved by;carry{ng out the single variable
optimization at each stage duri~~ the_heating of the ingot •.
The conclusions and recommendations for futut'~ork





THE TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF THE INGOT
•
2.1 Introduction
The c.ylipdrical ingots are heated in a furnace to'
higher tempe:atufe.·rang8 for hot:.:working; ":r'he heat (lux
~nterls i~to the~' ingot;- through ~he top ,and bo~tom ,flat
surfaces as well as t,he cylindrical surface- during" heating..
, .:. . . .
In the ir:igot, the thetmal at-ress'es while heating are
developed. due to the nonuniform ~emperature di~t.ribution. In
the stu~y 6~ optimal heating of the ingot l'Iithout .the ~het'mal
crac~ing of the "ateriai., one always has to consid,er the
magnitudes of maximum therma'l stresses within the ingot. The
calculation of the .:hermal stresses involves, at. first",. the
determ~nation' 0'£ the trallsient temper;ature distd~ution at
cert~i.n'" instant of time, and the~ "these are used for the
corresponding stress calcula~ions. Therefore', in this
chapter as{ the first step.' the transient temperature
distr~butions are ca~culated. A mathematical model 'for the
nonlil"!~ar transient h;~t transfer anal:(si,s within the ingot
has been formulated using the three dimensional finite
eleme':at method, where le' boun~ary eleme~~8 exchan~e .. heat
wi th . the surrounding. furnac.e. by the convection and radia-tion




equ~~On--±8 expressed as the system of nonlinear algebraic
eq~ation8 by using the Crank-Nicholson finit"e difference
method.. This system of equations are -Jsolved for nodal
temperatures of ingot by using_ an i:eration method. Fina~.
the effect of rate of heating.. on the ingot temperature is
etud±'ed. Th~ mat.hematical formulation .of the finite element
. .
heat trans'fer analysis i~ pr..!!.~nted in the next secHon.
2.2 The ·Mathemat.ical Formufation
"The diametral croSB-sBction of an ingot is shown in
Fig. 1.2. W!'en this ingot is' charged into the hot furnace
the heat flows both radially "and axially. The governing heat
transfer ,equation for the heat flow can be written as
-- with· the boundary 90ndition










- thermal cOl'I.ductivitiee in rand z
directions respectively
"T .. temperature
o ~ heat generated within the body per unit v~lume
p ... density of the materia1.






;;. direction cosines normal to the DurEa-ce
q ... heat: flux per ..unit area
I _ ~ .
h ;;. co~vecti~ heat transfer coefficient
T F = furnace temperature
l'o o's Stefan-Boltzmann Constant
& '" emissivity of ~he eurface
It can be shown by calculus of variations [21] that
the solution to the above Qifferential equation, Eqn. (2.1)
and boundary condition,. Eq~.,":·-(2.2l. can alternate.lY be,
obtained by' minimizing 'th"o corresponding variational
I .
functional and solving the' reSUlting set of algebraic
equations. The.refera, ....e, seek a 'functional ·such that its
first variation with respect· to ternpe"rature, T,· i8 zero ..
Eqll.; (2.1) can be rewri..tten.as
-k
r
r b.2T·~"'k n_ k r ~2T_ (0 pc.[£) - 0 (2.3)
br2 r Or z l:lz2 - r -. l:lt_





r ~ .Lr + k z r ~ .Lz + r q +; r h (T-Tp '
..
.. 4 4




Multiplyi"ng Eqn. (2.3). and Eqr;i. (2.4) by the first variation
of T...,hieh is ,6;' -;~d .integratihg over the do,"ain, ·...,e get
~2T· !! _ ... _.l)2; _".(a-pc.!!))., dV··~l - ~ [-k r r .r2 - k r • r ••.•••2 '. ,t
(2.5)
.;;0.
Eqn. (2.5) can be l"oa"tt'anged as'
,
+ ~ t' (J dT4.lTy4) 6T dS
Ulling Green's divet'gence theorem, the £.0110wing integt'ale can
be expre88ed as
18
/ k ~T 1 6T dS .. J k t' 02", 6T dV·. f k ~ 6" dV
S [" t" ~ t" V '[" Or v r Ct"
(2.'7)
(2.B)
By 8~b8t'1t~tin9 Eqns. (2.7) and (2.9) 1n Eqn. '0.6) •. ~.
obtain
6X '" ~ ~ r 6<%*)2 dV + ~'~ t" 6(*)2 dV - ~ r lIT(Q-pc *)dV
~ / r q 6T dS + / Jh 6(T-T F )2 dS + J t"at. 6(f -T F4T)dSS S S •
. (2.91
Tlle above equation can be' rearranged ""s
'6~ .. ~ 6(~ d*)2 + f. d*12 - "C T(O - pc ff)]dVo
2 ,.5' 4
: ~ 6[rqT + ¥- (T-T,) ~ 'COt (5 - T
r
T»)dS (2.10)
The variational operato't' 6 can be removed 'from both sides .of




51 is the surface experiencing heat.\flux
52 1s "t,he 911rfa~e exper~_encing convec~i'.on·and
radfation h~at exchange \
.Let Te represent the temperature 0.£ an axisymmetric trianglax
element shown in F'ig. 2.1. Defining the fOl~QW'in9 elemental
matrices
.....
. ['0" ~ '0:]-.r Or 'r
". . [81
o J ..































One caf) expreu 'Eqn. (2.11) for an element as
~ . T " , ,
I~ ,. Je' t: "ITe ~~[Bl e)T(bl 8](81 e] ITe IdV; - JeT .OeCNl e] Ir8 )dV
.~. . V·t
.+; r PCe[N~·e) ~·[Nl~].I~~.)dV +',. r qe~Nle].{Teld~·
v~'. '. . . .. :, 51e ." ,
r r;E'([N~eJ{T~p5 dS'
'~2e
'The fun!=~lons for temperatur,e T are not c~ntinuo~8
the" region but,.' are' defi,ned over' the ~ndividual
tr~an9ular ~lel1lent8.
~ Minimizi19 the variational... functional X with
rea,pect'to .{Te~ wlll"yle-ld,a 8tatfona~;~~x.,that'·~il~.
utiefy th~ "differential equation, Eqn. (2.11 •. and the





.{Te \ .{Te \ .{Te \
22
( 2.141
where "1 denotes the tota~ numqer of elem~nt$,.
Differentiating Eqn. t2~13) W'ith respect, t<? 'ITel.
using the rela..t1onships given in thf! APpe:ndi~ A..' anri' 'arlding
the ?On'tribut'idn' of each of tlle" element~ a'S"hown L~.




iii .. . ._~
23
where (C1G]and (K 1
G] refer to the global capacitance and
con~uction matrices respectively; {FaGJ. {FqG}. (FeGI and
{F
r
G ) are the global for~e vecto.rs due t.o the heat
gel}eration .. heat. flux, . convection and radiation
respectiveiy.
T~e expressions fo'r the elemental eel e,l,. [Kia'J,
IF/I and'·IF.r~l aie















2.3 The Formulation of Elemental Matrices
2.3:.1 The capacitance Matrix [C1E!]
Fig. 2.1 shows the location of VArious nodes of tho
. '. /
axisymmetric triangular element. Using the volume coordinate
system \f integrate ,pver the . volume" the Eqn. (2.17a) can, be
written as .




" 2~/ + 2r)r;} + 6C i Cj + 6c i ck + 2c j r k
e l2 = 3e1
2 +. 3r j






C23 '" r i
2 +' 3r/ + 3r);2 +. 2t: i r j + 2r i r K + 4r j r K
C33 "= 2~i2 + 2r/ + 12r/ + 2r i r j + 6r i r k + 6r j r k
The exp.ress!on for f;.l:\e. cpnduction matrix (K1e J ,
be ....ritten as
[Kle] '", [~e] + [~eJ
',-
(2.20)
,The volume 1-ntegral ~.e dV can be eva 1uatr as
I dV'" f 2. r: dA '" 2'11 r A e \, .
va.' Ae .'>
,""'
r ... r i + ; j + r k ....
Ae .:. area of the triangular el'emen~.







[~)-~ bjb! bjb j bjbk .
bkb i bkb j b k b1(
["'0' ci"C j ::~]2'1l:r2 k e+--'- cjc i CjC j ·i2.22) /"'~. 41\8 ('"
C,:,"C i ckC j ~kCk
using area coordinates, the above integral. for
of the element can be evaluated as
T"he expressions for b i • b j • b~. c 1 • c j and c k are 91;"'eo in
the Appendix C.
The [K" e) ~matrix is d~e t.o the con"v.ective heat
transfer.. This matrix is. zero if ~one of· the triangular
element sides exchange heat by convectio'n mechanlslll. Por
i -.... ,
ell!ments havling convection 'boundary condit~on. this ma.trlx., ia
~ependent on the side. of the 'element experiencin~ convective'















3r j +rJt:: cj.c;. (2;25)
- 0 t:j+ri(. 3r]./.~j'
where
Lij , L jk , L-ki"" len9t~~.o.f-8:id.S ~-j, j-k.. k-i,of ttae element
reB~ectively.
he ,;. convection heat. transfer coefficient 'of the
, element
.~.4 Formulation of Elemental Force Vec.rs.
2.4.-1 ~he·Force Vee.tor {Foe~ Due to the Heat Generation
'using t,he v?lume coordi~at.e system to integrate
over the volume, the Eqn, (2.170) can be "Writt'en as
'8
(2.2'7)
2~4.2 The Force Vector, IF~et .l?ue to the Heat Flux
.The 'vector" .IFq e~. i~ dependent 'on the 8~Qe of ·tbe
.ellimen.~ !,!xperi~nC7in9 the heat· '£lux.· 'Ulii~9 area coordinates
.. .
. to int~~rat,~ over the ,urface, the $qn. (~.17d~, ~or the side
i-j of . the element can ~e written as •




Similarly, for the side j-k of the elemen~ one obtains





2.4.3 The Force Vector {Fe6, Due to the Convection
This vector is also de-p-eindent on the side
exch~n9in9 heat .-by 'convectio~_ using area 'Coordinates the
.nd.c. int.gral, Eqn. {2.17.1 for ,th,.,}d. i-j ?f .th.\
element C?an be ....r.itten as ·:w "
. (Fc'l
lj _ 2.rh~.'F Lij {. ::~:~:} (2.31)
•. 0
\ Similarly, fa; th~" side j:'k. it will be
(2.32)
and 'for the side k-i. it can be written as
(2.33)
2.4.4 The Force" VE1'ctor, IF~el Due tO,the Radiation
The expression for the vector {F~e). can be w'rit:en-
,








. f,'::1. [N,.;T([N, eliTe'}) 4dS
52 e' \;.._"-
B<:,th,the vect<;>rs, {~/I and '{F2e L are d,ependent on the-si~t '-
of the ,element experien<;ing radiation heat transfer. The
'-
surface integrals in Eqn. (2.34) are eval~ated using the area
coordinates. The 'vector IF~el. Eqn. (2.35)'. for tJ;e side i-j
of the element will ,be
(2.37),
(2,39)
'imll",'y, for the side j-~, it :00 ,be [writ~eo}o.
e _2'11.r " [ T F4 L ik . '.
IF, } jk - ,6 ~, 2r j+rk '
.' r j+2rk
. and for the side k-i. it will be .
e. 2'11, r a(: T/ ~k.i'{.!'ri+rkJ
IF1 tki '" .. 6 0
r i +2rk
Similarly. the vector .IF2 el, Eqn: (2.36) for the side i-j of
31
where
"·3 2 2 3 4
C1 ... (GOT t .+40Ti , T j +24Tf Tj.:t-ETiT j .+4T j , )r i
, 4 ~ 2 2' .' ~'. 4
. + (lOTi +l6Ti. T j +1BT i T j +l6Ti T j +lOTj lr j
. 43 22 34.'C2 IS (lOT j +l6.T j T i +l:T j T:( +16T j T t tlOTi lr i
' .. (6d~j4+40Tj3Ti+24Tj2Ti2+12TjTi3+4~14lrj..





C2 . '" (60r j 4+40T j 3Tk+24T/Tk 2+12T jT)/; 3'+4Tk 4)r j
.- .4 -.. . 2 2" 3 4








Similarly, f~r the side k-i, it can be written lto8 '1
where
e ,"", ;'Lk1 (e'l
{F, lki· . 4'0, t ~3 }
, I
./
4 ,J 2" 2 ~-, J. 4
'c{ • (.60T i " +40T1 TJi:+24T i T)c +12T i T)t +.~T~ )1."'1
+. ' ("lOTi 4+161' ~ 3 Tk+l8T i 21');2-1:161'1 T)c 3"+10Tk 4) r; .
\
2.5- The Solution of the Nonlinear Tt'ansient 4'
Heat. Transfe't' Problems
2.5.1 The Transformation of the Simultaneous'
Differential Equations
~
There ~re two 'commonly known methods Jor solving
_.I
the nonlinear seto~ tr,aneient : ,temperature- equations
IEqn. (2.16). -It is ..a system of fil"'Bt .. order, non11ne;,,'('
differentJal eql,lation. The ,fidrt,-method of· solving these
equations fa I by using the finite elemen...t. method defin,ed in
th.e time',domain [tl]. The second method [23] for' 801vinq
these equ~tiona is by approximating the t.ime 'd~t'fvn.i.Ye using
a finite diffet'ence,_. a.cheme·, How~vet'", the number, of I . \
computations involved in ,the firet method are very lal:g~. On
the othet' ,hand, the Ct'"ank-NicholBon central finite difference
Ir!here lit is t!,e t.ime step.
I
33
method (22,23J is unco~dition:",lly stable! and can be easily'
uasfl tn the preaen,t. investigati:,n fir ~taining the
to.pero'u'e dl.tribution·. v.lng' thto ["hok. the flnt
derivative .'~f t~e nodal .tern~~ratureB bet\e~n ~'WO points in Q
the t.ime'domain can be approximated as .
~ ITG) , "{,,G)t~ !!!; -,
d{TGlt t+ ~ -
~."", dt. (2.43)
G \ GL'
Similarly', we can alBo express IT It and {F I'~ as
ITGI
t+ ¥ + ITGI t_,M
ITGl t = 2'2
,and /"
{FGr
t+ ¥ + I,G It- M:f;Gi t .. 2
(2.44)
(2.45)






The abd've equat.ion can be rearran9'~d 4S.
([K i
G) + t.r [C1GJ>!TGj lot = (:tr ~CIG] ~ {K/;J)/Toj -.At
t+~2' . .t- '2
\.
+ IFo
G) + IF,:,! -II~ - IF GI .
.- t+~· s: t~ ¥- . ~ .t+ f- q t- ~
\
+ IF;,GI IFcG.! + IF GI' ".IF "I ;
t+ ~ t- ¥ r t+ ~. F· t- ~
(2 ~-4r)
. In the above equat~on. t~e force vecto;,e due to.
radiative heat transfer. {F GI, and {F °1
. .... r t- ¥ .' r t+ ¥
... ·-..../");onlinear. They contain .t~e h19.e~8 of soms'of the
nodal .temperatures of the elements -. the 8urf.Ace \~f thO. .....
ingot. Here' nodal temperature vector {TO) at lime 't+ i !lI
unknown ....hereas the other'- qliantities 1vectors end' mllotricos)





of ~n. (2.47) reduces to




where ('l) ,is ~nown.' if
T);l.e Eqn. (~2~.48~ ,~~...vecto~8 '{Fr G) lIt'll.,:,d .IFcGj 6t on t\e.
·t+r t.+y:
right hand .sid,s ~nd ~~~e ~ vector's ,contaIf"! the unknown," no~~i
temperatures ~t thl;! t1l;e ':t+ t¥ ...There~ore,. this eq'~ation
can" 'only be ablY,ad '.by.-. ~~ration te~hnl~q~8 •. 5.ome of' these
.t.chniq~e. are l .
1) The. Its.rci'tion MethQd




1:.5",2 Th~ I teratio" Method
~n' thT. me~hod, [~] the nodal' temperatures' at. time
• iro't .--" ~'." .' . '.. . .
:t+ 2'- :a,re ~nit,ially ¥8umed to b~ the sa'"me as tlla





of Eqn. (2.4a)/~Tli.en the for~e vector.a, {FoGI. IFqGI. IFqGJ
and IFr~,-1 i\;E~n. (J.4B) are evaluated with the assumed 'nodal t
tempe~atun~."'- At this stage Ell"' (2.48) reduces to ".
...
..
wheee {A2l is known.




•. G . . ...
Bolv.ed for (T It+ ¥. The calculated ~~dal temperatures a£a
then campa.red ....~th those assumed ones. If t.~~y d9 nOt. me:et
the convergence crit.eria t7-:" the averaClc. of the assumed. and
,calculated temPE£.raturee;;;e u!"'rl in the next iteration.
The Newton-Raph.S, Meth.od
It 1s a commonly known meth~d for solving the
noniinear equatipns [23,25]. In' this method the unknown.
temperature vector{TG I at the .1,th stage of iteration is




In thil5- equation If Ii is the residual vector ....hose all the"
element.s are zero only .... hen the assumed V$cto~ ITGl i
. con~rges. clearly: If}i is a functi.on 0:,.a11 'the. nOd:l
tempelature-s. therefore:. one can evaluate the matrix [A] •
'the" Jacobian matrix who'se general term Ajki.. can be defineft
.s _








The iterati,on can be" terminated if
Alternately, the iteration can a1'90 be terminated if




2.5.4 The Nonlinear Optirni:l;8tion Method
The nonlinear optimization IIV3thoda can also be used
[26] for 801 ving Eqn. (2.48) fpr' the unk~own nodal
• G '
temrerature vector IT I t+ ~ . "AI? an example, the solution
I of Eqn. (,2.48) can tJeo'6t~,ined by the Qavidon-Fletcher-I?C7to'eU
lnethod [27..-28] ....hich is a very stable JTethod 'and converges
quadratically.
If 'we denote ,the global temperature vector .e:t the
ith iteration stage of the. optimization:'ds ,{:r/i At and
. .t+ 2'"'
substitute on the right. hand side of Eqn. (2.48) "then we can
compute the force vectors {F G1 .. .!I.t and IF °1 At' 1':hen,
Ct+r r t + 2
this ~uation re:ducea to system of linear equations which can
be solved for the unknown temperature vector at ti'me t+ r .
This calcula.te_d v~ctor can be denoted aSLo;'IT / It. !!:. •. So we
f' "" 2
can define the Objective functIon, II for e min1mrzation as
• \ II,," . ~ -'(T i _ T i)2~=l 'c 0 t+'~ . (2.• 51)'
where n 2 denotes the total number of nodes.
Therefore, the .global temperature vec,tor ITG I !:rr
t. 2 ,




ia obtained by miniml:Hng the object.ive funct.ion e. _ .The
It.er4t.iY~ pr.oc:edure of this method .can be stated a8 follows
(21)1 . .
. t . i
(1) St4.rt with an initial .asBumed y~tor {To I and a.
fl. positive defil1.!..te symmetric: matrix [HI]. }'8ually we~
cons.1der (HI] as the identity matrix. Set it:eratiolY...
num"ber'!'["-to. 1 • . .. L .
12) Compl.l"te the gradient of the objective' function vel, at










i +1 ) 6ti~{FcG) 6tand"{Fr'GJ ~t' Solve





l } 6t' Computt the. value of. objecti'l.{e fllnct~n
t+,- " 1-
e
i +1 6t and test. for oy~imality•. If the objective funct~
t+ 2 ~
attains '0 optimum value, then" terminate the iterative
. {
.. [
procedure. ~,The temperature vector corresponding to,
optimum o~,jsctive,function represents the global temperatu're








[M i ] = "'; ..{Gil {GilT
{G,}T {pi I.
., ~Ni] .. _[[~iJfpil]([Hi]fpi}]T






6) SOet the ne.... iteraVOI; nU~bet" 1-1+1 and go to Step 2.
2.6 Numet"lcal Example
I
The transient heat transfer process of the .. bo4Y
shown in Fig. 2.2'was, studied using the finite element
. 1
mathod, [24]. It is a ceramic' body. whose ,si~eB were
maintained at 30.0·C,the bottom surface was insulate~. The
top surface e~~hang:d heat ~i~he sUHounding flu;;..1hich.
at' 50·,C. This, heat~an8fe.r process was by.c::onvection
and 'radiatio," mechanisms.. Initially the whole body- waa at
This pro'blem .....as· Sln,alyzed as a two-dimensional
problem. Because.of the symm.e"lry ~bout the vot'tlcal.axis.








1..----'--.-,-- 0.2 H -...;........----I
Fig. 2.2: The system. configuration with various, Boundary
C;ondi t ions. \
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of the body only. The linear finite tdanqular elemente wore
used in this study. The flnit..z element dil!lc;retization of th~
system is shown in Fig. 2.3: .~e unsteady heat transfer
:process of thi~ body was represented by Eqn. (2.48). The_
e ,,:p~esslonB fO,r tl)e. element~l a,atdces .[K10]. [~l e] ~nd





e ) ir~9iv~n.. ·
i"6 the A.ppendi, B. The Eqn. (2.4B) wlis solved',for {,.G.l~
. . ...: ;" t.+.¥
':t>y .the. three methods m~ntioned e~rlier he: .the" ite['at·i·~n
method, tbe Ne.... ton-·Raphson method and' the optimIzation
method •
. Fig. 2.4 slfows' thl7. temperltture distribution of tho
sol~d using the iteration technique. This- figure sho....s. the.
continuous decline o~ tempet"at.ure for all the salient nodes
.... ith time. The tempe-catures of various nodes o9ciilate in
the beginning. 'and then .die out ~fter some time.. At a g\,:,e~
. , time, ·the oscillat~on amplitudes au hd.gher, at th.e top
surface n:,des compared to the nodes at t~e insu.~llted
boundary. The rate of decrease of the t~mpet"atut""e at, the top
. [, . "
surface is very, 'high, whereas the temperatures at' th.e nodes
" which are on insulated boundl!ory decrea8~ very slo....·lyi·' At any
. ,
.given time,node 21 is at .the lowest temperature. Ttlis is
because it lis8 on' the sYlM\8trical axis .100@ing heat to the
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p19' ~.4. Th'. Tillle-TlIllIpu'ature Plot ot' the Ceramic Body.,
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Moreover, 'it- fis t.he f,arthest. point from insulated and
isothermal surfaces. Figs. 2.5 - '2.. 7 shoJ;' the
time-temperature plot of the nodes I, 13. 23 respective'ly.
It Is clear from these f~9}Jr~B that the ,temp.erature
dll;itributions o~tained bY d~ffereot nume~ical~Od8 are
quite clqsB •... As. expected, the finite element. retlults ahCM
·oll.dUat,ions in the initial time ,period, ,wht;'real! finite
difference, ~eBults do ~ot exhibit Buch a.behaviour. However,
one ha's to taJl:e care of the stability criteria'ln,the finite
difference niet~~_d. THe finite element equation ,Eqn •. {2.4B}
is unconditionally. stable.
, .
In . order to solve the heat transfer' equation
~ ~qn •. (2.48) by Newton-Raphson metJOd, one has t( compute th.e
·Jacobian mat:.!!!.!.. [AJ i . 'The computat~on of Jacobiart lMtrix
requires' .:ofe computer memory storage and involves IlDre
number of computations at' compared to the iteration method.
Similarly, the ~olution' of Eqn. {2.4B) by the nC;;nlinear
optimization method,required lTOre computation time [26]. The
iteration method ....as found to be the IlDst efficient. among the
}hree methods, for 8?lving nonlinea'r heat .transfer equation8~
Using this rile~~d t.he 801~tion ",a8 obtained using the least
. . ,
amount of CPU time C9mpared to the Newton KaphsOii liE thod
the nonlinear optimization me,.th0d.
--------.----'-----,1
~ -- ~ :ri: ~~~::~:·~·~~i~ ~~~~ I
~ -- ::~: ~~::~:.~~~~ :~~~ I
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Fig'. 2.51 The Tim••Temperll.ture Plot at t.he Node 1.
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lll'-'- ..~Therefore. this it.erative 'method ....as used for
BOlving--he,at "transfer equatio~ ot the ingot :-nt.ch is carded
out in ~he next sect-ion.'
_ ", ('---:
\ 2.7 Com ute, S mU1ation.'~' th~ Heat +<an.f~'
Pr~ce8B Wit n· the Ingot
_. '" ,
During the hea ting procest.




process within such materia1:s ~29).
50
stresses are deve19ped due to this temperature difference.
tf this t.emperature di"fference ~s large then it can lead to
the. thermal cracking of the material. Therefore, tl10
. . .
material should be heated in ~uch a way t1l..at this ma·ximum
difference in the te.mperat.ure! at 'any. instant' should be les8
t~an leertain amount so ··tha't. the crack~ng d078 00\ ~ake place.
This nece'8sitates a thor<;)Ugh analysis of the heat transfer
. .
In the ,for1e-shO?, s.te~l ingots are heate_d' tq. tha
h-igher austenitic temperat:ure \ange. which is dose to I22S·C.
In practic.e, th,ese. in~llre charg8't!. in~~ ~\ furnaC.9
mai~t~~~ed''at'..a lower temperature....~n the .firl\,t stage, anc! '.
then the furnace t'e~perature, is . raised tn the' .S\lC~eS8ive
stages' [lJ.
The heat t'r.lll:lsfer analY8i~was ~t.udied u.sing finite
element method. The--' boundary elements of .ingot· exchanged
..
heat with the ,Burr.ounding furnace by means' o~ convection and
~ad.~a~ion, m~chanisnis:, while eeing heated. The ~ng!Jt.•gains·
·.heat. tro~ the furnace t!tr~':19h. ~he 'top' 'and .bottom fla,t
surfac. -as. well. as :the' cylindrical surface. In this· heat -,
'tra\'ls~er pr!cess. both the tleat 'flux, q. 'and. heat generation:'
term within t.he .in,got, O.'t....~~l ~r,o. Therefore, th.a Eqn ..
(2.47) for this problem reduces to .
'\





The itet'1I.tion method was used fot' solving {TG tAt,' 11): the
t+ 2
above equ~tlon•• ~h~ results of the ,'Bolution are dlscuBst!d
in the "08/ SUbS8CtiOi'
> 2.7.2 The Temper6tuL Dl~tdbUtiohWith"in the Ingot:
. . .
The ,tempet'ature di~tribudon within ·the ingot was
. ,,,. " \.
obtaln!'Ld [29] using Ecfn. (,2.53,.. . Fig. 1.2· Sh'OW8 the
, -
diam,ett"al ct'o8s-s<!c~ion of the ingot where,AB represents the
--radius' a~;AE.lf the h~i-~ht of the in~ot. DU: to the
symmetry about the horizontal and 've'rtical axis, the finit.e
elemen~ analysis was -'carried out for' the' shaded region' only .
. /f' •
In this ·figure, :F t'.~pre8ent~ the furnlce temperature. ~e.
zone of inte)est ""<i.e divided in:to several linear axisymmetric
t.t'\l!!l9ular ,.?lements (tns ~etaile: arc given in -the"Appendix .,
,------:" "
c). The f,inf te eleynt, discretizat~ontf thsAJystem is shown
in Fig. 2.8. In the heating ... pro' en; the 'temperature
~~~die:-s at the l\Urf~Ce ·we~e. <J..Uit'e· hi ~ ,th~~Ofo.rf;' tho size
of the e~~ment,. neat' l!:h~, surface we .e' antal.lot'. It W~8-
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,matedal properties .....ere .obtained from [30]. The thermal
conductivity, (k
r
, kzl specific heat, (e) and convection heat·
tranefer coe'fficient, ('h) had nonlinear variations with the
temperature of the ingot.
The aesumed variation 0'£ heat transfer coefficient,
I
.r
ll. with ingot temperature can be wr,:itten" as [31]
O.54,13.(TF _' TS)O"'2~
1:1 - d .w/m OK '(2.54)
where \.<
\':,- TF is. the furnace temperature
,<~
TS Is the surface' nodal te~perature
d ie the diameter' of the ingot
'. / In order ,to·.st~dY t~e heat :ransfer' pr~ce98 within
.\~t- th: furnace temperature' \tIa: raise.d. from the .room
te"!p~,rature. 29s oK, 1;;0 final temperatuj':"e,' Blq°t<.,.. along" a
linear ~th but with, various ,heati~9 rateB~ which:-:- are e'!:t0w'1
in Figs. 2.9-2.13, Fig., 2.9 shows the temperature va'dation'
. of some\~ the typical'ly selected points BllCh. as A., B, C and
.F. In t~ ,~i~uriu:J the' faste~t.·temper~tur~ ri~e t~ke8 p~a.~e .
at the c~rner point F. T:tte ~int"~ ...... shows' the'" sloweB~ "
response. This 'is~becau8e at the point F, the'heat· from bOth
the tQ~ as ~ell a~ the' cya;'?rical surfaces ·i~. b~ing
.~ , recl!lived., The 'point' :A is sl'J'"est tci respond bec4use ,it is"


























Fig. 2.91 The Time-Temperature Plot of the Ingot
COl:'r••poncUng to the Furnac. He.ting ·he., or-





P19'" -2.10, Th. TJ.IIl.4T••p.r..~ur. Plot ot th.11190t
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Th. Time-TitmpUlIture Plot" ot the lng-at.
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temperatur,e at the point B is great,:r than C becaus,9 it
.~appen8 to\be at the 9ylindri;Y surface._ In these figures.
there 1s also a plot ~f t1T versus time. AT repr\:ente the
temperature difference j}etween, the nodes B and A.. these two
-~·_-----point8·were selected becauss_ the temperature' difference per
unit length 'was .greater than ~twe",n point'S A and E or A and
"F. tn-other words, the ~v!!ra.ge gra~ient along AB was greater
tharlt AE.' orA·F. The para"ll\eter ~Tma';'J ~9 the. maxi-mum",
temperature difference between -these 'poittts arid it causes
_." . ~
max.fn;~nl thermal str_e~ses. While 'heating theln?ol.care is
taken so that this quantity does not exceed a~I::\!rtain. value
>.
!' interesting fact to
. the final temp ratuee. <\'"'
' .. If'" •
.e~fect;...o..of t:.hQ~ vadation. of ~e- furnace heating
rate on 4,T is' shown in, Figs. 2.9.to 2.13. I~'Fi9' 2.14,
ax.. _ • ' .
the,. fUrmlC! ;'11:, al;'Q~dy 'at the fini,8!ti'1g temperature 1; e. the
ing~t 18 char~ int? the hot furn'~c,e'maintai,~edf)-t the
filJ;shing tempe:ature. In these figures the heati~g
characteristics', of the vari:ous points'. shown in Fig, 2.9, do
n:o~ change b.~t' :th~ occurran~,e of .tr.T
max
ahif;t.a to'the left·
·i.ey , the rnaX,imulD. tez:'perature '~Ufference, ,between the pointS'" B
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. 'be seen 'in this table the, ti.."I.e. t:".





t-he .time' at which 6~max
rllJvc"tea8~8' butl t~'e
ioct·.ea8~ i~ t~e.he":ting .
. ,
.\
", In lth.i~'.table it.is quH.e'cl~ar, that as the he~tfn9'
rate .f~.'.r~~~"e~·.,~h.'en. "t.._~ '.; .t.h.•../~~~~:,"~~e.~~·:.~~~~.'~9.r. .~~~" i.~90~.~'.~~ ",.:
r'!la~1i ':t\Er t!telldY Btat~,' ;empe,rllture, decrease.B .. · qns' '~B
~ ~'~:~y.~;:..i~~e·.~~s·~~~:: .. ~?,' ,mi·~i.~~.~ ·i.~~." :~.~.:~..w~i~_~.,"~~~ ~d: amou~t:.t~.
'decreaslng, "the pro4ucHon" 'time 'o'f'loi~atin9 'the ingots "but. on~
.,.~... ~~: .keep \n:'~i"~d 't~~--:~~~.ntit; b~rna,x" a· '~~'r~ hig~ V~lu'e"O.f
w,h.i«::h CAO' 'lead to t:tu;rm~'l 'crAcldng'•
..,.' ..-' "
;;. .".;.," '\.
2.7.3 The Ternpe~ature ~radt.e·nt Distribution
wit1'lin The <Ingot
.~~. ~emperatur'e ·,gra(H!'!n.t~ ~ were ca\culated· using
...
'~Eqn~i '<;>.",1.2d.).' £0; a con!!ta~t -f.urn~ce tem~e;~t~re of 81O-K. Iil.
··Figs. 2.15 - 2V7.~' ,~he 'radial temp~r~t~rl'! ,gradients (llong .
th~~ect'i~~9 AS',' co" and EF 'pe~~9~'t1~elY,.'are.. .shown'., In ali 0'£' .;.....~
these flgl.\re~,the _','lir:adi~nt characte~iB'ti'~e 'are a.ltJ'liHlr.· '.!
.~ftar 120 ••con~·;"· (2 ,m1ou;•• C of h...ting, th.gr~di"rit. ·are "I
. v8r~ ni.9b .::' ~.~·i·: ""~~e" Cy~'iri'~af' s'urface1.'-. -f!h.~~ core "~s
.unaff.c~ed_,b'~' .~h~ ;·l1e~~i·n9..:p~o~e',~IJ' \A8, ~he ,h'ea\lng . .Jl1l\9
~p.crea~~.,: ;hea8'.grad1e'nts ~~c~ea~!/ a'nd"\h.en as. 'the BurfAcc.e'






Table 2.1 -The Variat.ions of bTmax:" 't'"' and t s for
Different Rates of, Furnace Heating ", l'
. ..
'1.43 36.26 36.0 6.6'.0. ,
1.78 41.50 ,29.8 61, .2',_
...
2 ~ 38, _~2~ , -22.8 55.2
3~5'7 50'.14 •. 'ls .6 50.~
7.~j
'9
53.09 .., ,45 ,,6'
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RADIUS (METERS) D.29 ',;;'- \'
• \ <
-~ gr~dient'8 "decre.ase. These curves, 9? thr6u9~ a ·maxima and .ft
.' .-.minima, n~ar the Cyvndr.\C~\ 5.u~fAce due to,-the' bi.-dire.ctional
_./ hea_~-fl:X., ".'!'hee,El, fi9ur~~,':'le4.rlY" 'show ",that 'on~-dim)nsionai
r· heat flow s"tudy. in ingots, would. not lead to reliable" values
.O~\he t,~wpe~'ture 9~.adi~nt·~ ,
The' ~radients 'in tM vertical ~~)Hrectio~. alon9.
... .




shown in Figs. 2.18 - 2.20,. T~esl! gradients haye' .poeittive
values due to the' heat fl~x enteril)g from t~e top surface.' . ,
Referring to th'ese figures the', temperature gra:dient!l are'
max[mum a: the tillie, equal tJ~20 ~eCO:d~ (2 minutes) at the
. \. ,
top Burfa"ce.;(refer tb Fig. 2.20) whereas, at, th~s instant,
tne points ~10n9 ~he line AS are too far away for the heat
flux from ~he top tp diffuse through the body. ·'In oth~r
l'I0f~" the' fastest. response due to.. the heat .f1u~ from the z
\di~·ectj.on is. felt by \~e top su,rface. The max1m~m ;:alue- of'
th. gradient· along the. l.~ CD is ;~lt after 4800 seeol1ds
(80 minutes), the. same ef,fect· 1s experienced! along. ~he 'U'ne
\. AS ~ after 12.690 seconds. (210 minut~sl. ~h08e gradi~lt CU~'~eB
shO:o very imPorboi,ntaspects of the dynaril1c8 of the'~ heat ~
• tra~r proceu. In ad?it~o'n, ~he' __~ar~l!l.t.ion8. ~~. ';he
CJradient8 along the radial '~8 .well ~~ the vert'ieal, ~i.reet<cin8 .
~"learlY .Sh.O.... that ohe 1~8 to u8el"pofynomi~i-s' of higher pOwars
. \ . .. -.
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r19. :l:.lBI· The Variat.ipn ot the "1I111.l Temp.arAture andhnt.



























The vadat.l~n ~t the Adal T"n.paratute 'Ondlent .






































Pl'ii. '.20.1 ;MI- Varl&~ion.ot ttl_ A.del Tempent.ure Gradient








, ,".~.,. "" 1\,
As a ,pQint. ~C~arifiCatiOn.it sbouid ~ mentioned here that
the temperat~re8 reported were' obtained. by' varying the mesh
.be ,ntil th~re we. no e,gn'~'~.n,. Ch~nge' "n 'he', \.0"... \
-;; .
obta'ined using ~ comblnat,ion ~f fini~-e elem~l'!t and finite
~ difference inethods. The nonlinearitiee of .this analysis were
~ue to tWo reaso,risl the fi"{st rea8~,'wa~ ~e tb":the 'vli.ri~~ron
of. rriaterlal propertt."es of.- thh ingot- with lts' .temperature' :and'







In ~his chapter," the equations' for th,e tn.nsi.ent
nonl~n~temperature .is.tr~bution within, the ~ng'it due to.
convective and. radiative' 'heat flux 'f~om the furna6e was
, , ,
t'o- radiati'l8 hea't· tn"nsfer"at the surface' of,.the ingot. 'The
re84i~in9 'n~nlinear heat ··t.ransfe~ 'equ'atioqs" of the.·solid ....e·re
. ' '- ~>
'.' solved ·by.the iteration, the NeWtQn-Rap):lson an.d the nonlin~ll.r
oPtim:zat::~on ~t~;dS~" 'Sasjtd on ~t.hese studi~8 .the, fO;llOWi~9
. _. '-, .
.' ~ . .
1. 'The oPG.i~.iztltion met:-itod8 .c~n b,e used fC)r ,80lving.
nonlinear heat.tranafe.r problems.
2•. ~~s itera~iO~)llethod':is v~r~ s~fi~isnt and rt9q~r88. ~ei8:
CPU Ums:,for 8C?1'!l~n9 ,nonlitlear h~at' transfer equation.







3. The .a~ieytMl8tr~~ anaJ:~-:is o,f" "the :heat'. transfer process
". .4.<- "
yi-elds better insi,9ht iry,to the' ~emperature distribution
wit!'iri the i?90t as compared., to the a.nalyeie where l ,~he
heat· flux from the axial direction is n"ot: oons:lde'red.
4. T:he .temperature. ·~st.rib.:lt~on:-Of. the r?t. ~lOn9_ .e~ther
the radial or the vertical direction is~.nlini1:l.r.
. -
.-/ 5. The. time t:* decreases as the heattng rate increases..
6~ The quantitY_~Tmax increases 8S the ,heating r.8te
... ""
7. The tempe,rature gradients provipe ',vei:y ·usefui· fnformation
. ,.
















.THE THERMOELASI'IC STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE' INGOT
introduction
In the' previous ch.apter, -the transient' temp"erat.'Ure
distribution, within t~e;n¥t during heatin~~ac... ""as
formul8.~.~d -using the -fin-he--e!ement method. , The nonlinear,.
trari'sient t~mperatllres at vartou8' n';'.de~ -of' the Ingot were
ca:lculat~"d for .:d~ffer~nt fur~.a!=e· h.eating· .•. ratss using' the
linear finite "triangular elements. In t"18 chapter,,' the .
.I
axisymmetric thermal stress a~alysis equations haye been·
. obtalne'd .using the finite element method. The's~ t:.l:'ermal
(
stresses ~re due to "the nom:mLf~rm .temperature .dlBtribU1;.~on
thin .the ingot and. are dependent upon nodal. temp'8.r.atur-es.
. "rhe a~~~~Ym:e~~iC tr.iangular, fLni~e eiem~n:_s a~)u8e~ in
. "boOR" thel thertlUl.~ and ,'stress analysis 8~ce the lott~r
anaiy.pis is based on the former one. The '~echanical' '4S w,elL
a.~ t~~tl1lal> p,rop:rti;s' h~ve ~een assumed to '~at'y ~o~'~~n~q,r;iy
, .. .... : . . ,~ .
with t.hf.. temperature,' The thermal and' stress -distributions
of the, 'n~des aicing the '~or'~':sect'ion ,AS (refe'~ to Pig.'
i,i
4
) "re'~laO com4te~' ~~,in9 ,·,~h.e' 'two-dimsns'ional .~ln-1te
differenclll . method .;and the 'results,' ar'e ~t.h.en_ ,comp~red. T~e
irlfluence of ~he' linea-riz~tion and elendltrnes8 'ratio on the








!h~ a.xisymmetrlc finite element formula*-·lon' of the
. thermal stress analysis is.' presented in the next sectIon.'·
3.2 The Mathematical Formulation
Principle of virtual displacement can be used in,
t.he finite element formulation of the ax.isymmetric thermal
stress analysis' (21]; A~cordin9 to this principl,e.· the
. • 1the~mal' _stress equations of the" ~,got. are qbtained by
minimization of the potential energy. "The potentia). .energy,
'K1" of the ingot can be' expressed as,
" =0 ,strain 'energy (A) - work done tw) " (3.1);" ..,. .
L . -
Since, t.l'ie r"~9ion of int~reBt is subdivided into a nur;tber of





{'II deriot'u the total. numbs: of el~ments
. ~'~ denO'~e.8 the potent.ial epergy ~qntd.buHo~
1 of t.he element EI
\, \
The, lI_t~aln-' energy. Ae. of the element can" be ....ritten as










f£6) is the el:emental strain vector
{a 8 , is the elem,ental stress vector
U~~i-;;g ",OOk,e's law, the'atm,nta: ,tr,s, and 'train, vectors
are ,related as . .' .
/'
[0;°] = (1+\1)(1-2\1) (3,5)
. '. i
C. The stress components for t~~ _thermal 8t~e98.. analY8i8 are .~ ..
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The eXP.l?Els.sio~s o\, various tar-rna such.as b i , c i ; etc., are












Similarly,. the initial strain 1Jector Itoe\ for the element
ca.n be wr;rt;.ten as
....here
denote,s the _ coef~icient o.f thermal
expansion
lITl
S de.notes t:lle .difference between the




The work done (W);n this problelh is By
substituting Eqns. (3.3),' (3.4) and (3.9) in Eqn. ().2), it,




'where nl., denotes the total number of elements.
To minimize potential ener'i'~' It, we' differentiate
Eqn. (3.13) ....ith respect tQ #t~ elemental displacement, vector








[KGf-reters to the global stiffne88.'~trix' J.





The expressions for the elemental sr.iffnes8 ma\rlx,. [K e ) ahd




8]T C02 e](8~)~~. r 1\8
\
'.(3.16)
calculat~d ueir:t9 the relatic;:m [2l]
\ ." ~ E .AT e . : T"·l J
,X' IF~I • ~B2··JT .d.",' ,e .:j<]= 17 I
wh·er~. ~ den'otes the ·co.ordinate 1n the r' directionaf the
- ceii~ro-l'd of the triangular element under, conBide~ation.
Thes'e elemental matrices and vectors, [K e ] and {FBI. are "
assembled. t~' obtai.n the corre8POnd~ng global [KG] ~n~ i~G I ,~B
sh;'n in EQn.}<3.1SI. Once the 9!Oba"! ~i~p,lac'eme~t vector ~.B
obtained using Eqn •. (3 ~lS) then the elemental stress vectbrs
"
(LiS)
3.3 The Failure Theoriea-
.Th'e . properties of the alloys which can be forged, vary
very widely'. Therefore, an engineer wlfo is plan;;fng the.
heating schedule mus't; consider all the failu'l!e theories and
,then ~oose the· ':)n,e whi9h appl'ies ve~Y'closelY t'o the ~:lOY
being forged. --In [8) it was assumed that failure occured
.. ~








As far as the failure a.nalysis is concerned one can
uss Borne o"f the import~~t th~orie8 which are, [32J:" "(il) the
di8~ortion-ener9Y theory. (b)' the max.imuRl.',· norma'1-8~res9
"theory,. and (0) tW~ maximum ehear-8tres~ theory.
Accor~in9·to the distortion ~ner9-Y' theory (33], thei
~ai1.ure occurs' if, 1 I '
., '
. [>b ( )2 + 1 ( .,)2 +.!2·(."·.~ .z' )2,
tSd-' 2\ az.:~ ar ,.2 (lr-
~ 31'r/]1!2~ r:Jy
In terms of the prin;=Jpal stresses, Eqn.- (3.19) can 'be
rewritten 4S
where~the ~~~~ci.pal stre.sses 0'1' u2 ' 113 are o~talned -as the,












.Sim~larly. for the ;rnaterial to, fail "in accord~e with the"




3.4 The Three-Oimens a1 Finite Elemen.t .Anal siS I ~--,_.,:~.
: "/ j . ~" • . "'-. ! ~
"The. diajnet.eral cross -section of",a cyl"indr!ca:L-.steel.
in~ot, ·used ,;iin' this a.i'i~lY9.is·,.·.is ShOwn' iry F':i.9-'. 1.·2~ ~~i~'''''': -.-.....
irigbt was ll\ad~ 0'£.. ~~.s·r ,4.'140 steel. Whl?~~the'rmal an'd --:-
. f . ~ . ,
mechanipal ptopertte& were obtainad ~rom, [34 ]" 1\11 the
propert.ies varied nonlinear-iy with change i'n' th,e fngot
t~mpe.r.~tu~~.__~~_~~su.med.. var~~~_~_~~2' ~i.eld 8~~~ ~!_)_._'_._
and Yo,ung's modulus (E) 0.£ this material are -{
a ("T) "4.4e41~4 X'10 8 (1 ~ 4.1667 x)q-4yr_298)
Y ", I . . - '~
. ~(T)'" 206;482 x'106 n,' - 4.1.667 x ,10-4- ,(T-298»
. wJtere T denotes the .average -temperature 9£ ·.~he element 'u der
coniii'derl!ltion.
The proqedurs, for calculation .of, th'~ -th rmal
stresses in ·the ingot can be outlined as .follows I
- . . ' , , -:-- --', .", ': G;' .:
Ca) ..~i·r8,t, compulle .. the global ~emperatur~, vector. IT•. !t' '+ r'-
. at tim,e 't + ¥ bY,llolvi1'!9' the nonl1.ne~r._tr,an~·isnt·heat'




(b) Calculate the global force vector {F t in Eqn. ~'15)
using the temperature vector IrGl tot' (r-r
(e) Solve Eqn. (3.15) -fo~-~~e-:::~: ~d::-PlaCement ,vee or
{u~l. ~ I. -
(d) 'C'tric·iJ.l.at.e:t.he e~ell'l~nt~'-l s·t:re~8-~.~~ctor·, {erel_by" using the.
!~l'emental ,di"splacement vector '{Uer given, in. t.he...
~

















~ere, .the stresses (fr' (Ie and ClZ calculated using.
..the aoove relations were the princip.al stresses
l
"in the r, tJ
and 2f ~ir~on~ r~spectively. The stre88~8• .ad' CJsll.nd an
were then obtained, using the Eqns. 3.19 to 3.23.
, ,T.h.~h.r":'l '.treu•• using 'the n~nit,.•,ement ;"'dd
devel.0J?~d. int:t'is work," ,were also calc~lat'e ' co"rreaponding to' .
~he . same, .temp?~attire. prOf.i,,~~.·. T~~s.e st're~s a'lues ye.re found:'·
. to, be the 8a~e. I," .'=.hi~, way, the. mo~el d \velop~"""in thl.s
the heat flux
di~ectiohs. . '. ,.~"'., ..If the ,1:teat flux" ~n the ~xial direc~ion is'
neglected then all· the horizh"ntal -section! of the :in9?t- will
have es"ssnUally t.h'Q same ·tetll~eratu~~ pro~e(.e(or~.
the temperatu~e di~trib~tiOn ~lorJ9 the hci~1iontll1 8ect,~~n~ ~
calcul~ted using· th·e ·f.1n1te d1';erence equat.10nu [6].









, 2 + A!: I !







For the surface node it'is
T • -' .. Br - 411r; .. + BrN





+ (l _ arN.+ Br-4)T
":(4r-.Ar) ,t _ ¥
n denot.. the node ntbe,
. .. I
.t.r de:otea,. the di~.tan~.e b~~.wcen.tw nodes
I, r de~ote8 the d19~a~'e of. th~ nod from~'centre-
! M d~n~te8 the Fourie1 ~odUIU. ( ~ t c, N denotes the Bio: M~ulu8 (~) 0'






.. TS deno"tes the~ surface nodal tempe~~7u:e
d is the diam~ter of the it~?ot
A"I is the area of the 'fla!'le/~urfa~e .





"\ the stress valu~s. at' each of these n6des' wer'e ' calculated'
\ --.:-. -' ..... .
.\U81n9 Eqns. 3.2" 'to 3.28. Rare 0r~ O"e: ..and -(Jz were,the three
principal stresses because the ~emperature vari,ationa ~lO,?,9
\he vertical axis of the qyllnder wa~ negl~cted.
'1 I!) theflnite element mo~el diwe16p~d 1n this work,
the temper~tures were' obtained using 'Eqn. (2.53), and the
. .
shess8s were obtained ,using Eqns. (3.15) and: (3..1B).
I . .
F~98. J. 3. '- . 3.5 show the temperat.ure as well as the .
. •n.o\rma.lized 8tre~8 (ad', O's' O'n" normai.~zed with r:espe..ct. t.o !'
th'e yle,ld stres.s and Io'as 4enot,ed .as ad' a
s
( an 're,sPcsctively)
va~~at.:i..on8 af the tnre'e 'd+~en.Stonal finit:e element and' t ....o··
d0snsional finite .~ffferen~e ,analyses results ....ith 'ti~e
corr~B~c:>n~~~q'to. 'the const,ant-' furn~ce temperature at lOOO·K~,
H.,~8,.\the ··ifl90t .....hich wa~ init~ally at' room' temperature ....ae
i . ,. . . . , .
chat:ged into the· hot furnace. These 'figures are divi~ed into
t";o ilsctions, the top section shOws the normal'l~ed stressesI . ... . . . ..







*' --, NODE B.
~ -- NODE "A.
X -- NaDE .f.
... -- '6T FIN.
(!) -- oJ FIN.
• -- fTd' FIN.
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Fiq. 3.31 Th. Comparhon of the 2.0 Finite oUt'U'ence "nd










x -- NCJDE R. FIN; OIFF.
* -- NODE e. FIN. OIFf.
)( -- NODE A. FIN. ELE.
X -- HaDE F. FIN. 'ELE.
+ -- l:J.T FIN. OIFF.
(!) -- -llT FIN. "ElE. .
• -- 17,' "FIN. ElE.
o. : ::" ~LR~k~E ~~~:





6Q. S5 "121. 09 1,81. 64, 242.18 302.73
TIME .. ISECCNDSI olD'
The Comparhon of the 2-D "finite ClfC_renee ond..






.1j" varipue. poi':l.te in t-!,e J.ngot. 'The corner poin~ F (refer to,·
Fig. 1.2) has th: ~ighest temperature wi~hin the' i.n~ot" due, to
the' Jl.eat fLux -ooth. from. the aXia"1 as· well as the radial
·di.re?tione. . -.The te~peraturee. of the nodes A'I·8 and F . r'iee
-',
quite" !'apldJ;y. in the beginning b~1:. as these ·temperatures
appaoach, th'e,' furna,ce tempera~ur~. the slOP~ of 'lhach' of these
'. The. difference. of' te~peratuies,between
no~es"A and'8 t~ ~hown'.'i", th'e low~r ~al"f of the. plots. In
..the~·e- :~lo~e liT. . ~hich 'repres~nt's the .. average temperature
.: gr'adient along AB. is al~o.' shown (the' ave:r~ge gr.adient ..
2!l,TJd) ,
:,:i '" It can be clearly' seen in these three figures that.
the normalized' s~resses based on th~ t ....O-dimensional finite
: , . 'difference analysis are less than those obtained bY ,"the -
. three-dimensional finite element analy;is. Thus. '. the furnace
. ." .
schedu.J,ing· bll,'sed on".'the .tw9-dimensional finite '-difference
~nal!,"sis t,fould t;l0t' be safe. In ot~er .words.• these" results
. . .
'show- t!Jat' one has to consi'de't-- ~he heat flow from the axial
.~Hr.e~ti~n. also.' 'Another fact :....hich can be observed in these
I ,~i,gU'res ".~s that the peak va~ue~ of liT and the normalized
stresses occur almost at the same instant of time.
TO analy:;e,', furt.h.er th~ importance of the axial heat .
!lO.... ; . tJ:1......·toP ,a.ntt b<?tt.o!!" fla.t surfaces were insul~ted and' t~e
te.mpe~t,urell And,;:' "etresses corre~ponding to the., furnace
:\emp"er'~t.~·re.'.TF\ ·equa.l:' to lOOO·i( were calculatep., Usir;l~ the
:', ; .... ' ' , .' .'
.~.
. finite element. analyllis. The result. obtained
.,
shown in
Figs. 3.6 - 3.8. I t was found that all the ho~izontat
sections such as A9. 'ce, EF, etc. (refer to Fig.. '1.21 had
identical temper,at;.ure profiles. The temperaturell and
. ,
obtained by the three~dlmension~l fintt,e' element
analysis are i!I:.ao ·shOwn in t:-hese figures for the comparlllon
pur.pose. Tne .t'ttree-dimen8ion~1 stresses .a:8 again higher
than the t ....S'-dimen!.ional atr,e·s8es. in all these figures.
However, temperatures of. the ,n'odes 'A. and D .in both the
analyses' are_ the -earne. 'r~is is ~ue t:-0 the. fact that the
points along the sectlon Ali are too far away for the heat
flux from the top to diffuse throug~ the body •
..,
It is .worth mentioning here that the maXir,m vi!lue of
the normalized 8t.ie88~S art'. os' and on occured at dlffsrent
nodes during the course of the heating. This is shown in "the
.Ta.b1e .3:1. It ean be: ·seen" in this table. that in the
b~ginning the max·i~um stresses (Jd', (J.' and (In"' occ;ur at. the
Tfode F \<I~ich i! the ri1ht top corner point~in the Fig. 1.2.
This" fa~t can be observed only in tlite t~rss"-Ai'men,.ional model
becaus~ the two-dimensional reiults are based. ~n zero axia 1
heat flux conditio'ns which 'correspond to the temperat~re and·
~ stress .variations' along the se.ction AB which ,is too far I'lway
from the t~p a.nd bottom faces of the ingot. This section All











x -- NOOE R. 2-0 FIN. ELL
~ == ~g~~ ~: tg H~: ~t~:
X .- NODE F, '3-0 FIN. ELE.
+ -- aT- 2-0 FIN.- ELE.
e> -- aT 3-0 FIN• .ELE. '\
.b -- trd' 2-0 FIN•.ELE.
;lIE -:- a"d' 3-0 FIN. ElE.





The Comparl.on of the Tvo end Three "oLmenilonal
finite Element. 0d' lIe.lIlt.e at Tf-1000"K.
"r---------"'----'--'-;-----
x -- NODE R. 2-0 FIN. ELE.
'Ie -- NODE B. 2-0 FIN. ELE.
)( "-- ,NODE R. 3-D FIN. ELE.
X -- NODE F, 3-0 FIN. ELE.
+ -- AT 2-0 FIN. Elf.
I!) -- .1.T 3 -0 FIN. ELf.
A -- us' 2-0 FIN. ELE .
.. -- as' 3~O FIN. ELE.
~ -" FURNRCE. TEMP.





x -- NODE A. 2-0 FIN. ElE .
. "It -~OO.E 6. 2-0 FIN. ElE.·
X -- NODE A.' 3-0 FIN. ElE...
X· -- NODE F. 3-0 FIN. ElE.
+ -- ~T 2-0 FIN. ELE.
(') -- ~T 3-0 FIN. ELE:
~ -- ITn' .2-D FIN. ElE•
• -- 17"n' 3-0 FIN. Elf.




SO.55 121.09 181:n 242,18 302.7'3
.T1HE (SECONDS) .10'
Fig. 3.8. The Comparison of 'the TWO and Three Oimensional
~~:~ci~o~~~m.nt Ifn ' Res\llU .~
l'
Table 3.1 The Absolu,e Norma1i:l;ed Stresses and Their ~ations at "Different Instants of
the Heating Time (TF 5 1000·1<.) I " 'f (,
Time
(secohds)
x 0 .. 0166
(O'd; 'max Node (O'n' ).m;"x Node (CIS' )max Node
0.555 F 0.636 F 0.637
30 0.769 F ~O .811 F- 0.816
60 0.BB9 {, F 0.93J 'F 0.939
150 i 0.698 .B 0.858 .;.. .0.. 702 I .B-/
270 0.374 B .--........ 0.506 A , . 0.382
_~o 0.104 B 0.142 'J> /0.107






In Fig. 3.9, the finite el;~nt ~~es~ltB of or' ag ,
O'z a:I"ong the section AB, at the heattng tim~ ~qual ,to 7 .. 200
8~conds fJ 2 hours.)' cor.re8Pondi~9 to the constant furnace
temper<;'t.ure at IOOO-K,' are sho....n._: Th.~ radial. str"';ss is
.maximum at\\he core ~nd very close t,o zero at the centroid of
.th~ ~urface element. This i~ becaus.~· the surface element is
free to expand'
i
thus no radial et:r::es8ee- ~re ~eveloped at the
free sur-.f'ace. On' the. othti' hand, the displaceme~t. of the
, / -
points 'along' the axis is z'ero therefore - the stresses
maximum at the -axis. The~ ~treSG . components O'z, and de are
tensile .;at the core but compressive near the surface..During
the heating, t.he Sl,Jrface region tends to expand in the a ,and
'. . r .
z directions «lao. -. However. the 'ingot ca.nnot ~xpand freely
along ·theae direction., thus the compre.sive· ot,re.se. are .~
. deve~oped ) i,n .~i8 reglon al')d the correspondi.ng tensile
',_!!.tresses 1re developed towards the core -region. Similar
nature of.. t:he cu,rv£'!8 ....ere re~or~ed in raJ ....here the
caJ.culatlons .were done using. the firi,ite:-differenc~method.
'3 _7. The Linearization of Heat 'Transfer Eque,tions
In the prssent ·investigation. the -!"'onl1riearity due
, . "' ..
~o the raaiative ·~undary co~dition requires an iterati:ve
solution ,of th:e heat -transfer equat.ion. Eqn. __ (2.. 53).
H~ever. th~ comp~tat~ons can be signifnantly r~du~ed -if. one





"/{ -- RADIRL STRESS (..,)
lIE -- AXIRL STRESS ("z)













g·,l· 9 .' The Distribution· of or' O'e and 07; Along the Radiu8




be used in Eqn. (2.2) where one can expand.;: tlie term,
ac(T4_~p4) as ar:(TZ-tT/HT-T p ) (T+Tp )' 'Tben approximating
T-Tp : this !:-erm can be "written ~s 40'.£Tp 3 (T_Tp t.. ~is' is 'the
line~ri%;ed form becauBe On8 can 'replace 40'ltTp 3 by h:r~r~ h r
is the equivalent; radiative h~at tray fer coe/fielent. If
such.a scheme is u8ed .. ttien'Eqri. (2.53) can ~ e~pr~ss~d 4S a.
system ~~f linear ..equa'tione -"Ii~h . {P
r
G l. - 0."
'The stresses and teinpe:ratures con::espOnding to- the
'constant fur~.ace temp~ature TF "at .lOOO·.,~ usin:;J this"
lin(l:a"lzll.tion Bcheme aTtf shawl.l in Figs. 3.10-3.• 12".. In
.11 th•••· flg~r•• the lin••rlzed te~per4tur.e .re much higher
"'.t . ' .
th~n tlle corresp<?nding nonline~rized.,nea. .:this 1s becauae
in the lin~.at:izllt~on process. the surface tera?eratures have
~een r;eplaced by the furnace temperatur:e which is initially
much higher, there~ore~ the corre8pon~ing peak normalized
8tr~.8S values ~re also much higher .. ·Th,us, one can see that
the lirrear~,zed model re8ul~s deviate quite e1gnifica,r'itly from
the act"ual nonlinearized three-dimensional lIIOdel reBul ts'.
I
3.B The Effect of the Slenderness Ratio
The effect of the slenderness of the ingot on the
normalized ad' corres.pondin.9 t~ the con8ta~t furnace'
temperature· at lOOO"K is ~1;Iown in Fiqo.- 3~l.J. Here, the
,diameter ""as ~.pt constant (same value as before) but the
height of the ing~t was, varied. This figure: shows that the
. - ,~
",_::-. .----------------,
Flq. 3.10, Th. ComplI.chon of thIlLlnurl"." lind.




x -- NODE R. LINEAR.
* -- HDDE F.- LINEAR.
)( -- NODE A. NCiNLINEAA.
X -- NODE· F•. NONLINEAR.
+ --. t:.T LI !'lEAR.
(!). -- aT ,NONLINEAR.
A- -- 0';" 'LINEIUt.
• -- cr~ N.ONLINEAA.
~ -- FURNACE TEMP.
121.0g--' 181.S. 242.IB 302.73
TIME {SECONDS} .10'
P19. ?ll, The Compllot'hon ,?f ~he Lin.... ri:r.ed and
. Nonlinell.rized all.' Real,llte ~t TF-IOOO"K.".
The Comparlllon of t.he L.l.nearl:ud and




x -- NODE A. L I NEAR.
'It -- NCIOE F. LINEAR.
J( -- NQDE A. NONLINEAR.
X -- NCOS'".,E-;- NONl..INEAR.
+ -- 6T LINEAR. .
(0 -- 6T NCNL rNEAR.
6. -- un' LIN~AR •
. )IE -- ern' NONL I NEAR.





p~ normal1zeA stress incre.4s;s. as the height of the ingot
is increased. Thus, a very slender ingot loiOuld not be very
d~sirable bec,suse this would lead to higher value of the peak
no~malized stress for given f\.lrnace conditions. Si~ila~
I
./
CIS' wer#! used in' place o~.. _ (
,-
J .9_' Conclusions
In this chapter, a matliemalioal model' using the
finit~)" elementt analysis. fO; 1;:he' axisymmetric "strel!is'
.'distribution within the ingo't hils been establish.ed. The
variable materi~l propert.ies and the ~iative boundary. .-
conditions required a nonlinear thermal analysis of this
prOblem. A.fter obtlllning the temperat.ure distribution .of
the ingot, the ,eorrespondiryg thermally ·induced stresses ....ere
'calculated' u~ing, the linea.r-e~ast:.i~ity theory. ' The, stress
and 't,emperatur~ distributions f~r the comparison .p\lrpoS8· wer~
also obtained using the two-dimens.ion~l finite 'differenc~' as
well as finite' ~~.!.ment models. The effect of linearization
of the nonlinear l)ea~ trans'fer equation and, slenderness ratio
of, tllElln9~t on the normalized therma~ s~resseB O"d I" ,O",s' , ern'
were alsoatudied. Based on. this investigation the t'ol1owing




~ -'- S...aFlTIO 0.5
):( -., S. RRTIO 1. 0
A -- S. FfFUIC 1.5
"k' -- S. ,RATIO 2.67








'1. The three-dimensional .fin"ite element analysis yields
hi9lier Ya~U~8 of the nor~alized ..Des.es as com.pared to
the twb-dimensional finite tliffe~f1nce and fiofte element
The' ~hree-l:u~en8ional analysis resul;ta are'analyself •
.
. lUi:_~r ,to uee.
~:. Tk~ .~,....o-~imen8i"ona~ ~el cannot It'lway~ predict t~e "t;xact
"'. ~l~caHo.~. of th~. 'ma:li:~m~m -st~e~8e8' in the i~got••
3•.. The ~a-xi~um'~C?~m~'liz~d'~hermal atrescses, ,od" 'as :".. O'n'
orcc'uc a'~ t~.: t?P." corner ~ode ~ in ~~e, b.!!gi,nning.· .
4. The, J.inea~l.iation bf' the ·radiat.t.v~ bound~ry", conditions
.. ...
yield u.n·r·/!Iaa~le r.esult8 . 'tl~C3.U8~ . t1\e pe~k nomalhed
8f:.~es~.es are ~U~h h.~9h.~r. ~han ~he. nOn"linerrized reaul;•• •
~. The peak. normalized 8tre_~~e8 increase as the -slenderness .








•THE OPTIMAL HEATING SCHEDULE OF THE INGOTS'
. 4.1 Introduction
'Ilhe"thermal stress distribution of' t.he ~n90t uaing
, , '
aX'iSY~etric. finite' elem,:,nt analysis was presonte.d 1n ~he
previous chapter. ~ere.. a.re m~ny. industr,ial proce~8eB i~'
which a cioee 'control on the temperature of the,. mat;.erial
.'. .
during the heating is required. SUCI'l a situation arises in'
the glass industry,. for e'iiample, ....here to. the final
) '- /
processing stage the entire solid body mu·st. be brought to a.n
uniform t:emperature to prevent 'unw.a.nted ,Lnhomogenioties in the
final product (14]. ,In iron .and steel induBt'ry also, during
oxidation
. I Thus, this oper,sHon requires \1. very
/
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) c100e co"tro1 on the oolld temper.tu,"o. In this chapter,
)
the thermal·_anll stress distributions are calculated for
var_~ous feasible fur~ce tempEd"atl;lr.e ~ths. The objective .0:
the problem" is to obtain the furnace heating path 90 that one"
,. .
can heat .the ingot to the fin,iahing te"mperature in the
. minimum time Cot18id
tl
ering thermal failure of., the mater~al.
The optimization meth.ods such as dynamic progr~mmin9.
mul ti-variable 'OPtii~tation, et:c.· ar~. discussed. After
considerIng _v.a'rious alte~ative9' the singlp para~eter~'
\. nonlinear optimization method' is chosen as the optimization
"method and the Q,p~imum furnace paths are obtained for
different stress energy criteria. All the material
pr.~pertie., both mechanical and thermal are varied with the
ingot temperature. Two types of ,constraints are use~ in this (.
analy&isl the first one is that the maximum allowed stresses
should not 8xc8'ed 901 of the yield stress (ii' safety fa9tor 'of
. " . ,
" 10\) and the ,second one i,9 _that the temperatures of any of
the points within the ingot ~hOUl~, not exceed th~ f:i.nishing
temperature tl22S-C). The first con~tFaint is due to the
failure. theory of the mated,al ~nd the second one is to avoid
oxidation or burning of the '·all"ay •
The temperature and the~al stress calculations for
, .
various feasible constant and linear slope furnace paths. are
presented in the next section.
·1
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4.2 The Furnace Temperature Paths and t.he Thermal Stresses
4.2.1 Discussion on the Various Furnace
Tempefature Paths
, .Before attempt-Lng to obtain the optimal furnace
path one has to have a very clear idea. of the influence of
the heating c.icle the the maximum thermal stresses
. .
developed wi~hin ·1:n~ot. With this :i:n .mind, .several constant"
furnace' tem~er:'tiire P,,;hS and con'stant sl.Glpe~~h8 ~hoUld "be'
chossn and the correspondingtherma.l stresses C;alculated .. ",
For obtaining the. qp~imal furnace path, "the furnace
temperature 4t the time, t-O, should be as high as possible,
at the same time the .maximum thermal stresses developed in
the ingot corresponding to the high initial furnace
temperature Shoul~ be less than' yield stfess of the
ma.terial.~ The differenJ;' furnac*; paths should give fairly
good 12ea about the optimum furnac,: path. In order to apply
the 'various failur,e theories, the absolute maximum va,lues of
the stresses, ad' aaand an' can be. normalll;ed W"ith respect
to the yield stress, 0y a'h~ denoted as 0d ", <!"s· a9'd f1~
resp~ctlvelY. The stress cal.culations involv~obtaining the
veptors lU~} and lae, using Eqns. (3.15) and ILlY",
respectively and then 4d, aflo~, .cf's "'.re calculated -froll! lae}. \ .
--0. .
4 ~ 2.2 The Constant Furnace Temperature I-Ieating
Fig. 4.1 shows the variation of the normalized
s'tresses and- nodal temperatures as a 'function of the· heat'lng
loa
time corresponding to the con!!tant furnace temperature Tp at
500"1<.. These figures arB divided .into t ....o parts. In the
lowe~ half of this figure', the variation of the furnace
temperature, 'the difference'of the surface (node Al a.Rd 'COTE!
tempe~ature9 (node al. AT. and th~ 'temperature of s~~e of tt'e
""nodes"~ ~~d F (refer to Fig. 1.2) ~e shown. The' upper
hal ~ of this figure shows the variation of th~ normalized
. .
stresS,es, ~d" as' and, an-' ....ith tim'e. ,The magnitude' of th4:se
normalized, stresses are, very small. It is evidef.\t from th'ls
figure t;hat the ma~imum of the normalize~9tre8ses occurs at
a time close to the maximum of the temperature difference tJT.
This figure also shows that the maximum of ad." is always less
than m~ximuill of 'as and on'
The variations of the normalized stresses" dd" as',
an'd ~t\ \ and the nodal temperatures correspqrLding to the
constant furnace' ,temperatures-of aOO·K and 110_0~K arf!.shown
in F~gs. 4.2 arid ;4.3 respectively. The nature of these
curves resembles th~ previous figure, i. e., Fig. 4.1. The
magnitude of all. the norma-lized stresses in Fig. 4.2 are
highe0s compared to ~he stresses in Fig. 4.1. I~'Fig. ,4.3.
all the peak formalized stresses eXCleed~d one: From this,
one can infer tHat the ingot canndt be heated at a constant
~ ..
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Pig. 4.3. The Variation of the Nor:mallzed Stre••ee,llnd'Temp.




In FtgS. 4.1 - 4.3, the
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room temperature an4 it
approaches zero when the ingot reaChes steady s.tate
tempera~ure. The peak normalized stre••es occur when t:..,.J..
close ,to the ma:dmum, which,. indicates that.· the ma~_imum
stresses are directly related¢O the average gradient along
the line AS (refer to Fig. 1. ) and not to the local values
at the gradientB along r or z directions. For _~xample,,'lo/he~'
the ingot is' charged 'into' the furnace tJ:!.e 'local va'luesof the
9rad~e~ts near'the po.lnt B are qUit;-h~~h but the stresses 'do
not ~each the .peak value at that instant of time.
4.2.3 The Variable Furnace Temperature Heating
, T: control the peak norlllalized stresses, O"d', Os a~d.
O"n' the furnace temperature paths were varied_with different
slopes. Fi"gs. 4.4 to 4'.6 sh~the. final furnace temperat~re
equal to BOO"X, whereas in, the Fi9s. 4.7 ,"0 '4.9 the final
fur.nace temperature i. 1l00·K. The time required to reach
the final constant temperature ,in Figs. 4',4 and 4-0-7 ia 21,600
seconds (6 hours), it is 14,400 'Seconds ('4' hours) in Figs.
4.5 and 4.8, .and 7,200 seconds (2 hours) in Figs. 4.6 and
4.9. In all these f:l,gures, the peak values of the normalized
stresses as well as the temperature difference t:.T, occur ,at
the same instant of time. In Figs. 4...4 to 4.9, the higher "is
\ .
/
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the slope of the furnG:ce temperature path, the higher are the
peak norlllali:ted stresses. However, these strcsse. do not
exceed onq in Figs. 4.4 to 4.ff ....hc["e the'final. tempet:'ature is
800"Kr they exceed one in 'the Figs. 4.7 to. 4 .9' whe"re the
£i'na1 furnac: temperature is 1100~·K. 'The '1naXi7 of' (In is
always graatei-. t;.han the maximum of ~d and (Is reap~ctively.
Thus, it is clear 'that to heat the ingot to' 149B,oK biie.
c~n' s:~a.;t ~t '~he ~urn'ace Je.Ill....P;rat~re above aOO.oK but' helow'
,11,OooK' ~o that nO~IJ1~lized stresses, ad"~ ~s' rand an' do n~t
exceed one. secondly, as the slope of the 'straight line,
, '
furnace paths is in?reased the occurrence, of the peak ~tre~~' .
is shift.eli tOl(,a;ds the left i.e: it occurs Booner.· . For
example, for the f~l fu~na~e temp~.ra·ture of eOOoK, there
are four plots ....h~\h are· FlogS.' 4.2, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.
r
~~g. 4.2 can be considered as having slope equal to infinity,
(the furnace temperature.T~ jumps from the room temperature
to,eO&\oK in'stantly). ~.e shif~ at tl:'e maxilna to t,"he left'can
be, seen by (comparing 'the sJopes of ,these' .figures,'. The ('.
;starting temperl~ure of the optimal furnace path ....a9 gue9sell
.... i th these fact in mind.
-' ~.
4.3 The optimal Heatinq Schedule
4'.3.1, The Description of tbeS Heating·.Cycle of the Ingot.
11;1 t.he previous section, the stress 8S ....ell 8S the
t.emperature distributi.on~ ....ithin the ingot wero Obtained' for
, 120
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constant and linear slope furnace temperature paths. The
essential features of all 1!heas s~udies is ahown in
Pig. 4.10. In this ~i9ure. the st"'htss'ss build)up to a peak
,
value in th~ begiflning and then decrea.~.. The· furnace
temperature Tp is always hig'her than the maxilnum li.ngot





After that th,e Tp 1s maintained at the· fin.ishing .temperature
. .
s·o that the cO,re temperature also reach~8 £irii·shing
temperature later on. Here, the total proc~ssin9 time has
been divided ''into two periods. The Hrst period' is called
the heating period (1] and the second one ia called the
soaking period. Pig.- 4.11 shows the ya;iation of the ingot
temperature where Tp is ~ual to in~inity between t ::< 0, and
t.,. t +--;- a~d 4< t.lr'e't:lme-'t~, ....Ts reaches the finishing
t~mpera~ur:....At t.his instant,' ~F·i.S lo....ere~ down from
infinity to the flllishing temperature, and then the soaki.ng
p'eited starts. According· to .the bang 4 bang control theory
(36], 't+ ....·Ould· be the minimum processing time be~se the
~ . , . .
control variable TF '~a8 been raiaed to infinity at t - 0 and
, lM!ntained ·at infinity~til the state varia1?le, the maximum
',I.; . /' I •
'solid tempe.rature T
e
, .....reaches the finisling temperitu~e; an~
at" this in8tant of time TF is brought down to the fini~hingt~er:tu~e•. But, "\ c~nn'?t proces8 the material il') this






















furnace cannot be maintained at infinity and secondly, the
thermal, stresses would Illxceed the"\ allowable 1 imit.
Therefore. the minimum processing time wouLd be-obtainerl if
we follow"s path for T such that the normalized stres's is
. f' '_--,.. ."
equal to o~e throughC?u,t the heating pedod. The s9aking
period ,depends upon ,the material p.rope~.~ie8. 1'he variation
of the normalized stress,"' the ingot .. temperatures. and the
optimal Tt path. are s~own in Fig. 4.12.' In. thiS" figure, the
,. ~ormaliz:'d stress is equal to one al·though .the. heat~n9 period
'upd t~en it ~ecreages in the' soaking period when the maximum
"difference in the temperature within the solid decreases.
However, one should iflways use' a safety factor, say 10\ ';of
tJ y ' .....hile computin9 the normalized stresses as. constraints.
In" ·ot.her .....ords, one should not let ·these stresses exceed 0.9
. .
ay lit a~y time during! the 'heating cycle. __ ,
'IIhis factor can vary depending upon the .control of
the furnace temperature. " If the furnace t~mperature cannot
~ De ~very clos'ely controlled the~hi.gher safety" factors should
be used. It should be borne in mind that the lower the
safety factor; the' higher is the utilization ~ft the ela,.t& ~
I ./
ra~c;Je of the. mater'ial and therefore shorter Will·/~.? ,"tne





































,4.3.2 The Analysis of the Various Methods of
Obtal.nl.ng the Optl.mal Furnace Temperature Path
The '~p~im~ furriace temperatur'e path' of the ingot
be obtained ,in different ways. One 0'£ the methode of
solvi~9 this.. problem is by using the dy.~amic pr~ralMlin.9
[~.7 l: This met;hod can. ~e used for ob"tairiihg the optimum
furna~e pattrby defining t~he entire pat~ 4S an ,i.nitial val~e.·
,multistage problem which is" s~own in' Fig. 4.13. Here! Ix
n
,.
{x~~l} ... , IX i I ; .. ,. {xII dencl.e the controi variables at
stages n, n-l" .. ', • i •... 1 re~pectively: fs I denotes the
state variables (global nodal temperature vector of the
ingot). Here lh'" furnace tempera~ure TF 111 the -single design
or control var,i4ble and is denoted fls X. The vector 15n+11





_ 1 , .:., Ri , ... R1 denote the retu~n f,unctione ,
a~ stages n, n-1,' •••• i, .... , .1 . r.lSt'"e"ct.iv~lY. They
represent the objectiv'l' funj'::tion to be min~~ized in each
stage and can be denoted for the atage i for the preaent
problem as
Therefore, our objec't;ve is to minimize the objective
function f, which"19 the sum of 'all individual t'itagc returnll.





Rn Rn• l RI ' R1~S~~.l:J~"S~S!~ ..(SZ~_
(~",~,y V(SI)
(X.) (X._I) (X,) (X,)
Fig_ 4.13:
. , .
The Initial Value MUltill~age· Decision. Problem.
· '.
m';nimize f • Rn(Xn,!Sn+l}) + Rn_dXn_l,!Snl>




temperature of ~he ingot.,
I
9-
This mUltistAfe opt,illl!zAtion can be used for
finding the optimum furil,ace path dur~l}~ th1 heating ~eri~
0.nly (there is .no minimtz.ation i." the SOAk1j9 period). The
number of stages, n • in this problem is als variable. The
fin'al stage of t~18 problem is' the one in wh ch at least one
of the o'htput st;'te variables reaches the flnishing
t
The "minimization of tke object.V..e function; f,
be done as follows;
cifst:, consider the first subproblem ~y st~r'tin9 at
the final s.tage. 1,.1. The design vari4ble x,. must be
selected such that Rl (Xl.' (521) is an optimum for the input
vector {52" The optimum. of -the Objecti~~ funr:;toion at the
stage isl can be denoted as 4.
£/«(52 )) - o~t ~Rl(Xl' ISill]
1
O.nce the 'input state vector {5 211 is known, tho
optimal value's of RI , Xl' and {~ll can b~.,calculatecl by
performing single 'parameter optim,ization at tat: stage. R~t,
the vector 152' is not known at this tims. In general.





al)o the corretlponcHng optimal {S.l J. Xl and R1 v.,lues are
stored.
Next •• coneider the second subproblem by
grouping the last two stages. Then the C?bjective function to
be minimized in. this case can. be ....ritten as
The objective function is dependent upon tife design vlloriables
X2 .as .... e.l1 as Xl' Agllin. the input:. state vector .,/S3l is not
kno .... n. FO~ various pOBlJibcle va.lues of {-S3}' the above
function can be minimized. In this minimization procedure,
lf any of the calculated {52) vectors matches with. the
previous aS9umed4fs21 vector, then'the optimal valu.~~ of Xl'
R1 and lSI} correspo;mding to. that vec:or are used in these
QIculations ther-eby avoiding repetitive computatiollS-.- If
f 2 " dE!'notles t~e o~lmum Objec,tive valU~ 'th~·n (it can be
....ritten: as" l
(4.5)
Extel1ding the" same logic, thloptimum objective function at
the stage n can be ....ritten as
. ~
~n (ls n+1})· opt [Rn(X n , fSn+lI,)
t(l'X Z 000' Xn
(4.6) )
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The number of computation!' involved for minimizing
the above "objective function are quit.e lO1rge."'. Theee
computations increase drastically with the increase in the
I . number of stages and the number of elements in the state
vector. In the present problem. the vector {s 1 contains 150
. ./ .~-
elements. Therefore, using the d:tnamic ~C!9ramming ....ould be
quite impractical in the present investigation.
. .
The s~cond ~ethod can be understood - f'rom Fig. 4.14;
\ In this figure, a1:ong path 1, the TF ( t) is repreBent~d by.
selecting five temperator"es which are vepresented by (TF ) I'
~TF) 2' etc. By selecting a.. path" the state variables (the
nodal temperatl,lres) lind 0d are calculated. In these
·computations, one. would need to know the furnace tcornperature
value between saY~)1 and (T F )2' These values can be ..:..J
obtained 'using any in~erpolation. method such as the cubic
spline interpolation. '.If none of ;'he constraints i~ ;violat~d
then the time r·equired, for the surface temperature to reach
the f1n~I' specified, t~mperature' is recorded and the
correspondig path is 'considered as a feasible path. In this,
way, sever'al feasible pa;hB can ~tded out ':nd the feasible
path which. requires the minimum time .is selected ao the
6ptim~1 \ path. ~s a point of clarification' it should be
mentioned here that the,process,of selection of the valueo of
the multivariable(TFl i , i "I, ... 6 j is done by
optimization method where theae considered .design
\
~~..
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allowed to vary' .... ithin.
certain limi ts, 9reater accuracy' iry t;t\e optimal path"
~election can be ,.achie'Ved if i is allo.....e!:l to take a large
value ~.. e, the design variables are selected at' finer
intervals of t;ime. Even in this method. large CPU hmes are
...
required due t,t:he mUltivariable optimization. # (' ~.
The third me~hod. which is a si.ngl~· variable
optimi"Zation method and which requires significantly les9 'CPU
time. was. briefly _explained in Secti~n.4.3.1:' 'In this
method, the furnace temperature ;p at ;.given time \~rtcrelJ'leTJ.t
. --, .
"is allowed to vary using single Vari~~.OPtimizatiOn.method
90 th;;t the ~unction U in.hqn. (4.1) is minimum. If one
~roqresse9 ~his way until \he final speclhed trper:atur.e .:8
reached then the time taken to reach the final temp~rature
" , . ~ ,
. would be ,the minilJlum ti~e.
. .'
4.3.3 "The Single Variable op.ti.mizatio~ Method







.. _,)" Minimize U = 0.9 - (o'd)max







In Eqn. (4.~ U is a"fu'~tlon of TF because (od'lmai-'i1J a




carried 'out using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell methpd [27]
....h~re TF ~a8\the singl~ variable. The details a~ut this'. . .
optlmi:z;ati9n te.chniqte' have a.lr,dY,' been discussed in
Ch.apt.er 2. The opti.mi:z;ation" ....a~ cilr~ied out.' until T8
a'ttain(!d th.a'· £.inal hot ....o~k.lng te~perature · ....hich ....as 149S"K.
Afte.r".thJs .. ',th"e \8' and ,TF'· ....ere ·mai~tain.e~" equai to 149S"K
u~Hi,'core ~emp,~'rature ~c~me "equ'al to Tp or Ta., \
The ,:t,aults obtained for t?e .AISI .4l40 ingot are
s~o .... n in F i.9S' ,'4 .~"~4; 17 .....he·re O'd I. O's' and '-~n I 'are' ,the'
fa'Uure cii~eri~ re~i'velY: :ih', ali "t!,es~' figur:e.s, the. Tp
_.Rtarts at... ~'re,aSOnablY high, valu~ ~ec~,eas~s for",aometi~e,
ant! then increases... When the 'T r:eaches the :finishing
"' , s': ~
-~emperat,ure~th~n Tp is "~ai,nt.i,ned eq~'1 t~ Tg bec~use the
secon.d ,type of 'constraint become'!" active' i'.e. the
tei"per~tures ,~~ the SO;id ''Ghoul~ not;, exceed" the fin!shing
,.temperatu~e. A.1,ong --t;.his optimal furnace tempera'ture path
both types:.of -cPn~~~aint~~:.('maximum ther..mal stresses and'
maX1m~~',Ts) 'have-~een sathf.ied.
. If'6ne encountt\rs a situation ....here the decrease
(i't, ~appen~, in the" earl, part' ot' the heating peri6d) in the
f\Jr~ace ~emp,?ratur'e can~ot be contr,?llE!d very easily. t;hen .the
optimal, heating schedulE! can be Bligh,tly inocHfied 'and the
resu1t~:,due to .th,;~-;;'o~if1cation. ar.e shown in Figs. ,4.18 - "
·,1 , " •
, 4.~0. , In t~.ls ritodi~ic.at10n ,",cherne, Gd~ etc. 'a:'~ n~ ':~ual to
0.90 in the'beginning: it takes a. very ~mall time for the
\.
" ,
Ttle optimal 'furnace Heat!nq Pll.t.~ CO''lIiderlnq "d'
III the Failure Criteria •
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Btre8B~8 to build up to 0.9 0yl but: the furnace ~emperature
TF has positive slope all along. The optimal he';lting tims in
the second scheme is 8'li9~t~Y higher th~ the first one in








distributions as a function of furnace' tempe'rature variations
were obtained i1n~the carre~ponain9 therm~l stresse.;'J were
~alculated. Various feaslble' furnace ternperaturepatha were
analyzed considering the elastic range for the thermal
stresses. an~ximum specified ~emperat'ure in tbe solId, as. ,
the canstrainta. The method for obtaining" thll' optimal path
was chosen from the j:hree possible methods based on min,mum
CpU time, 'as the crit~ria. The. optimal heat~ng schedule was
obtained by maximizing the utilization of the elastic range
~- . .
of the material. Base~ on-t·his 9,tudy the following
c~ncluBions can be dr;:,n: "
l. The peak normalized close to the fli*tak
.
value of the temperature aT when- the furnace t,emperature
is 'held constant.
2. The\ maximum s'tresses occur when the maximum average
t~mp_eratur~ gradients occu~.
* -- NOR. MAX'O'd
~ -- :URNRCE. TEMP,
:ts: -- NOOE R TEMP..









63.82 127•.64 191. 45 255.27 319.09
Tr~E lSECONDSJ _11J 2
'.
Fiq. 4.18, The Optimal Po.itiv. Slope Furnae.e HeaUng Path




'* -- M.s. NCiR. )1RX.v~ ):( -- NOOE R TEMP.
e -- FURNACE TEHP. * -- NOOE 8 TEHP.
6 -- +lODE F ·TEMP,
63,82 127.64 "191.45 ;;55.27 319.09
TIME (SECONOS) .ra'
The Optimal Poeltlvlll Slope" FU1"Mee Heating Path
ConaL<1.r1ng <;f.' "'. the FlliluJ:'8 .
Crit.erh.





* -- ABS. NOR. MRX'O'"n
<) -- FURNRCE TEMP:
)( -- NODE A TEMP',
* -- NODE B TEMP,
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3. The higher is .......-the-co~tan\furnace temper.ature the higher
are th:_thfrmallY induced ~Ximum failure . theory stresses
(od' as and,on')' \.,
4. The occur;:;nce of .th! peak sttesses (ad' 0s'and on) can
be del~yed by decre"Asing the slope of ~e fU,rnac:.e heating.'
paths.
5. The distort:i'on energy stress 0d is less elan on at a~y
instant of time.
6. The optimal furnace heating path (minimum Urne ~th) can
. .'
be obtained by maintaining the max.,imum normali:r;ed
stresses equal to one throughout the heating period.
7. The single varia~le optimization meth.od, which maxiqlizes
uti lization of the elastic range. of the 'ma~erial du.ring
heating_ is the beat method for' obtaining the optimal








5.1 A Brief Discussion
The work presented in this. thesis· consisted of the
mathematical formulation of 1;-he equations which describe' the
. . .,
heat transfer -process within the ingot and l;.he corresponding.1
thermal str.esaes. These' tempera ture distributions and
stresses .....ere then used to Obtain t~e optimal furnace
~emperatlJre path. The constraints used in Obtaining the
"optimal path ....ere: (a)- the variou.s failure theori'es of the
materia-I, and (b) the maximum temperature at any point in the
ingot.
T.he finite element technique was used to fo~mulate
the ·mathematical model 'of the unsteady non~inea) heat t'raafer
analysis of the .ingot.-The 'thermal stresses of the "ngot
were calculated using the axisy~etric Holte element ,model: . ~
Since the therma'l stresses are based on the heat transfer
analysis. both the analyse~ :wer~ carrJed ·out Ulli~~ ~he earns
o. 'v f
linear f~ite tri...angular elements. .' (
T'Je temperature' d1stdh"tione I; U18 iR'iS't
I
'.-.,:. studied by varying' various furnace heating ra_tes.. The
temper~tures and the etresses using the t ....o-dimensional and
three-dimensional models ....ere obtained and it ....as found that·
1. The heat transfer process with;in
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the three dimensional formulation yielded safer results.
Then, the f heat. transfer. equations ....ere linearized and its
~nfluence on the ther~l stresses were studied. Thea,. effect
of height of the ingot on these distributions were also
studied. Finally, the optimal., f~rnace temperature path for
heating the ingot to the finishing t:emperature in the ,minimum
time. without causin.9 thermal failu~e ....~s ObtS;-d 'by the
___-~.Ll~
ai~91e var:i~ble nonlinear· progra!'U'1ing technique., This method
was ba.sed on the" maximum util"ization of· the elastic range of
the rna,teri'a1 during the h~atin9 period of ·the. ingot:
5.2 Conclusions
conC1U.ion:':: :n d:::n:resent {nve'''9.''on lhe fOll~in9
the ingot can be
stu'cu.'\d by derivin.9 the equations using the nonlinear
finit.e elemen\ anal~is.
2. The optimization methods can' be u8~d for sol~ing the
. .
. nonlinear heat transfer problems.
3. The iterative rrethod is very efficient and requires leS8
CPU time for solving the ,nonlipeac .h_eat tra"nsf,er
equations oompared to the other rrethods.
4. The axisYrru:netric analysis of the heat tran8f~r' process







~- \; .. ~)
13.
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'olithin the ingot as compared to the analysis where the
heat flux from the axial direction is not consider!!d.
5. The temperature distribution along· either the radial or
the vertical direction is nonlinear.
6. The time t· decreases as the heating rate increases.
7. The quantity 6T
max
i~creages as, the h\!ating rate
increases.
8. ,The temp~rature gradien'ta p,rovide· 'very use'Eul
information regarding the heat flux from the -radial and
vertical directions.
<). The three-dimensional finite-el~ment an"':tsls yields
higher values of the normalized stresses as compared to
the t ....o-:'"dimen~ional finite-dif~erence and finite-element
,
analyses. The three-dime'nslonal analysis results are
safer to us.!..:-
1'0. -The two-dimensional model cannot always _·pr~d!c~. the
exact locat~on of the maX1.mum stresses in the in~o,~.' "n' (.
11. 'The maximum normalized. therm~l streSB&B ,D'd'. v ...
oc<=:u-r at the top corner node F in the beginning. .
The linearization of the radiative boundary conditiona
yields 't,jreliable results because ~he pe~~·.atrSBssa arB
much h~~ter than the nonlinealU.zed reBu~t8. '_ !
The 'pe~k .normaliz~d atrsssEl;s' increase as the slenderness ,,-
ratio of the ingot is increased",
.14. The peak normalized stresses
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value of the temperature difference tiT ....hen the" furnace
temperatu.re i; .held constant.
IS. The maximum stresses. occur when the maximum average .~'" .
/""'
temperat-ure gradients occur.
16. The higher is the constant furnace ....emperature the
higher are the therlrtally induced maximum' f~ilure theory
stresses (ad' as and an)'
17. The occurrence of the peak st.resses (ad' as and an) ca~
be delayed by decreasing 'he. slope of the furnace
heating paths .•.
..
18. The distortion energy stress ad is .~ess than an-~any
instant of time. J
Ii. ~ optim'al furnac:e he&.':.ing path (the minimum time path).
can be ,obtained" by mlMttaining the maximum norm"'zed
~reBBes equal t? on~ . (maximization of the elastic range_
of the mat:erial) throughout th~ heating period.
20. 'l'he slngle variable" nonlinear optimization me~od, which
maximizes utilization of the elastic ,range of the
material during heating is the best method for obt.aining
" 'r~
:"the optimal heating schedule of, the ingot.
t.
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5.3 Limitations of the Present Investigation and
Recommendations for Future Wor.1L.,.









furnace temperature was assumed to be uniform; But in ",....----
the real pr~~~ice this temperature is not" uni form. Th,e
present fini!=-e element heat transfer model.can be
modified for.; nonuniform surrounding t.empera~,,!:r~.
In the finite ;le.nt neat transfer molleI, the radiation:
from the fu~nac_e'bricks was neg"lected. This can also be
inclu~ed in the heat .transfer analysis.
The spectral radiation from the hot gases (participating
medial ....as also not considered in the heat transfe;;
,model. This facto"r can also be accommodated in this
model.
In the thermal stres~s calculations the creep phen?lI\~non
lias not included. The p;-esent model can be modified to
inolude the creep behaviour a~a;.
The t~ermal stresses ~ere computed only in the elastic
ra~ge o.f the ~terial. The elasto-plasticit'l Rof the ....
. . .
materia~ can also be' considered and olasto-plllstlc
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DIFFERENTIATION OF MATRICES AND VEOTORS WITH RESPECT TO {T e 1 ../'.
UiIng the matrix differentiat.ion, it ;an be shown that [21]
.'j J. -'- J.1. fT8 ,T(B e]T[D e]t.8 eJlTeJdV
..., &ITeI ye 2 1. ' 1 , 1
' ..
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THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ELEMENTAL MATRICES
AND VECTORS OF TilE SOLID
The elemental capacitance"matrix can be expre.lJsed as
. (C~] '" f pee,.(N l e]1" [NIOldY
VO •
(9.1)
!Jaing t~e .volume coordinates, it can.be written in the matrix
form as
[' 1 1 ]
r: -: :)
The expression fo,.; the conduciion matrix [K~ e J is
Oi.2)
..
• ["KoJ + ['),OJ (,B.3)
i
The [~oJ .m~trix is due to' bhe' convectiv"e heat tr~nsfer;
This mat~ix· 1s zero,: if none of ,the tr-iangular element aideo
exchanges hea t by c~nvect.ion.· Eva,luati:ng the integrals in
the above eq,tion 'using the volume and area ~o.rdinat.e8, the








bib j bib, ]
bjb j bjbk
b'k~j bkb}c
cic j cic, ]





The matrix [Kh.c.J is evaluated -'for the side 1-j ~f -t.he
'. c"lement, which is e~~haQging heat by convecU'on ...
The _force vector, (Foe,) due to the heat-· generation
c«h be .....ritten as .
/'.
. {FOe) =~ !/O.!N1e)TdV (B.• 5)
V
In the veator" form, it is
("8,,6)
The force vector, {Fq e '< due to the heat flux can be expressed
•154
(B.7 )IFq e , "" f qe [N~JT dSS e • "'-
, 1
This Ve\tor is dependent the side of the elemE'lnt
expariencing heat flux. For the side i-j, it can be ....ritten
(B.8)
The force vector, I,Feel due' to the convective heat trans'fer
can be-written as
- {F/I - f
e
he TF [N l e]T dS
. -S2
(a.9.)
This vector is also dependent on the side exchanging heat by












can be expressed as
) heT L. ['}{Fcel=~
\ ( . : .
The. force vector, {Fr~) due t.o the
15S'
This vector is also dependent on the element side ellchanging
<: ,
heat -by radiation~ F?r tl)e side i- j of the element the above







,THE REPRESENTATION O~ TO" IN THE MATRIX FORM
\ f) '-






whose details are shown in .Fig. 2.1. The n~es of tllis
element are denoted ,by i, j, k. in the counter-clockwise
direction. The shape functions. for. this linear triangular
• I
element 'are. C .
N13~' ~ 2\e (a'p + ~ar,.+ Cliz), P' ;,;,(J.......i)k. .J
,where
ale" 1:"1 Zj'- r j z1
61 - 1I'"j :.. zk
b j .... zk : zi
ta.- zi - zj;.








DESCRIPTION AND LISTmG OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS(0'
The required computations \(ere' done on thl:!:
. V1\X 111'780 I di,9i~ta; .•computer~ 'u8in~ a pa~kll.ge ~t' PJ:09'?!'!s
devel.~ped -i.n FORTRAN language", So~e ·of. the programs make. us.e:
::o:;::~~~::::~:h':7(~eB=;::diD:~O"~:4t:~~~~;~:::;':::":
!i~~f-:8Ufficient :an.d· can" ~. 'ru.t'I::~:~~· .t~~·· ..c~.r~espond·in9 'i,np'u:t
data £11178.",
The pI:ogram' MESH, generates the input d~ta
'. .
~ . t,equireu for compu'Ung unsteady nonl.:'heat t~ll)perature 66 -well;
ll.! thermal strelis distribut.1.0n. Tjais pt~.9ram ~an discr.etize .
- , .
the domain into several· linear right ~n91e tr·ainqular
~e.leme.nt8 "Of different Si~.e8) The' input data created" by thi~
progr~m coi1.8i~ts o( tbe' elemii:~'t -number. nod'e nl.lmber~, of
ale.menta, . ,?oord!na,~e:B '~f nodes of, ei~ment8 and bOundary
con"!dOllS of. ~e~ili.•
T.he· pro9~llm TMPSOL computes. the uneteady
temperature .<tistribution·, of" the t ....o-?imen~iOn-l\ll body .. •
8!1bje~t_~d ~o c'oryv~~~io-n a?~ 1adi.•~.tion boundary sonditiqns ,.
The nodal temper.a.tw:.a: '~t' ¥a:rious t~me i.n8t~S are solved
using the- lt8~&tion ~ethOd. .The data generated 'by px:o~ram
"MESH' ere :used ,~B. an· i~p",t,' into TM·~SO~. :'
:,,!~ .





• "(.. lSi '.
Tl\e program TMPING Calc\1~t~llI the u steady
temperatures at various nodes of the all;i~fI\lnetriq c;ylind cal
. in~ot .....hen it is h~at.ea in the uni~hot fluid m~dium:: or ',.
h.e~t .flU~ in both ra.dia\ and a~ial directions i'l.re~..n8~e~ed''~.,,
The ax.isymmetric ,triangular--A.ng elemen:ts are uS,ed. 1'he, ."




'The program TMPINGl" computes th~ ~e'mp~~~tU"':8.~:
, ,
and st.res"s d~str:~bl.\tions.of th,a cylindrical in~o't uein,g' t~e'
finite difference ~ethod. The heat . flux in the' 'O!lxi~l~
dir~ct:lon' is negi.:cte,d: T·h.;'r~f~~ thi:s' ~fo-gr~~ 'Comp;;;'~'~~e'
.- . , ..
"temperatures and ,stres~ ,distr4.€..utions at vari~us heating time
instanta along 1horizontal section. 4 • .. •
. ... The' prog<am. BeaNO g.ner~te.· the. input data for
;'~~:8Ubroutine BOUND. Thi~ ,iJata gorreaponds ,'to_the ·boun(J~~.
\.,. . "
conditions in the thermal stress analysis of the ~nC]ot. '
The program OPTI calculates the "optilnum'
furn~~e temper~:ure "'e.~ eac~ time step. This o~mization~'is
carriea out usi~ sln9fe va.riable DaVi<Jon-Fi~tCher"",p~~~il
method: 'Th~ .*,rJign variabl'e- 'ls .th.e fu~nace temp8J;'atur~.
. . .
"_. O.P~IVi\R p~~kage Is used .in thiJ! a~alYSi.S'., TJ:t~, subroijt~ne
4 UREAL· ca~culate9 .the ingot temp~rature8 .co,:r~esp~ndi~g to the "
• ;'Ptill!lll:, f~rnace telll~eDraft1r~. 'The .~brOJ1ti~~' STREss-:--com.put~.8.-! .
th'e .thermaf ~tr~8,~es w,~th.in· ,th:. 'ingot with ,'th~ va~atid.Ol!I ~f





• The. subroutine ~UNb ililpOses _th~ - bo~nda~
~~n¥L~n•. In the t~~~~ai .tre~ calcuiations. 'The
.•ubro~ntine .D&caMP ,d":OJ!lpo"ses the'matrix into upper. and lower
'tdangular matrLc.s.-·~ The aUbrout.!·ne. SOLVE_i,_ used. for J
































C . PROG~" LISTING +++ MESH. +++ -
.c 'THrrPROCUK cENERA-ns THE TRIANCULAR !l..tHENTS AND. STORES.
\! . THE ELE. NO.. NOpS '. NO. ;COORDINATES 0' NODES •• AND BO,UNDAlT
· CON~I::P0NS. '. .
.,







OPBN(UNU-2, PILE-' OUTPU:l'1 • DAT' , iyp~-' NEW' )














C· .. ·*····5·~~··fl...~.~.~ ..~*.~........... "
DtHENS,I!>" I{lOO~'.• y(~OO'~~OO) "















· IlfcR2-IKCR1+1 '. "
~ ~ ~;~~~J;i ~~~~~~~.;~~ -~~E~~ tIl(y (tKCRl ~l) -y.< IdCR:-Z»
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IP(HhGT.(t'NCRlfl(INCRZ-2H)GO TO 40 \
~~g;( i~i~~'~~~~-~f~~~~~~~~3 ~~1 ~~ 1.Xl. Y2. X3. yj • Kl ~,
WR ITE (2,101 )NNCOUT. rH,o HZ .. tf]. XX 1, YY I, XXZ. YYZ. XXl. Y'll • Kl
FORMAT(.' ',4(15),6'8.5,212) .
NSTRT-NSTRT+1
~~ (;~X.~ci.EQ.X(INCRI..>.> • AND. (n.l. EQ. Y(INelll » )GO TP 80
...~~~~T-KOU.N.T+l .... , __
NSTRT-NSfRT+l
GO TO 60
I~;(~*X3.EQ; X( lNeRl) ) :AND. (y'Y]. EQ. Y(INCR2;) )te3-2












c.. •• .. ··,.. ·········,,··J/IIIiII#·.·.,.··_·······c
. ~ LInING OF THE PROGRAM ++.+ THPSOL +++
~ C PROG.U,H. POJ!.:.CALCULATIIC THE UNSTEADY NONLINEAR TEt1:PERATURE
C " D,lSTRIBUtION OF \TII.' SOLID" ;-;
~ SUBROUTINES USED IN\lIIIS PROGR"AM AR.E BOUND.OP'COM),SOLV.l~
c • .---Ic•••••••.•••:~.*;fl..*••f1",..""tl.ll~•••l
REAL KT,i.ENC,LAHBDA .... •
OItfENSION NSO) .ESHI (3, )"). EP(3) ,X(3). Y(3) I 8(3)-, CO)
~~:::~~~: ~l:~~~~~: ~i~~~~~ J). PH(~·'Al(3) • ~SH (3. J)



















THERMAL CONDUiTIVlTY OF TilE HA)'ERIAL~
, ~~~-~E~i~tO~/s~60~~~NSF'n C.OEFFICIENT
FLUID TEMP,'- AT PREVIOUS TIHE INSTANCE
FLUID TEMP,. AT CURR!NT TIME INSTANCE
STEPEN -" BOLTZMANN .CONSUltT
NO. op- LOADING CASES .
SIDE lHTIi CONVECTION !ND RADIATION BOUNDARY
















OPEN (UNIT.2. FI,LE1'.OUTPUT. OAT' ,TJPE. 'OLD' )
OPE.N (UN.IT-3. FILE '. TEMP. OAT' •TYPE- I NEW' )READt2.ft·)NPIN~INBr I I J. .
~~:~~~GP.2 ". \ .








.' oJ ) 164
''''""








DO I~O ·KK-l";NE .
R~AD(2, *) !fEL, ~s-,~(l).Y(l) .. X(2). Y(2) ,X(.3 ) ,YO). ISIDE









C(3)-X(2 )HX(I) 1, , .
,AR~; ~~.~~;;;'g ):~ ~~ )*Y (1 )+1'= (I) *y (2) -X (2) *y (l )-X (3.).Y (2 )
\, ,













85M( 1, J )-OtT'''! (1 )*B(J )+KT*C{ I )*e (J» I AR4
coN'ItNUE
IF(IS!DB .LE. 0) CO T6' 160
J-IS'IDE •
K-J+l




EPZ-UO lll LENC*(TO*"4)J2.0 ,
----,-+~~=i~~·~:=~~r::~:~:-:;ti~l~·=~!~~~;A~H) ....(H)*
BP3.(Plt.O·J,.!NG/30.~EP31),"










DO 170 .1-1,3 I .

























PH(I )·PH(I )+(E5"1 (1 ,.1) *U(J»
180 CONTINUE .
ZlO
'. \-- - ,- -
130
DO 210 1'·1,3




. - jT-1fHI-I -. -.-. --- --






















::~H·~~~.I ~:~K;~B(.I).B(J )+U·C( n·C (J»~AR4






:IP{UIOE .U.- O)':CO' TO 460 -:-
.. ". J-IUDE' '.
~;~5QRT((X (K):-X(J) ;"2 .+·(Y(·~)-Y·(.;)).·2-.)
HL-H·LENG . ,-'





+ :a~:~~~;~i~~'::~~;i:~:~~!;~~~r;:~!:~ ~;A(H )·A(")·
E~)-(PRo.LEifG/30.0)· (E,3.1 )
E'41-( (5 11 1.(" ).'.4 )+( 4 .A(H) .A(N) ••3 )+( 3.A(K) ."(K) II
.+ A(H).A(N»+(2~A(N).A(H)"3 )+("'(H)';·4»
;!P4-( PRO IILEMG/.30,O).(l.F41). .
ipJ~ )-EP (J) ~EP3+!"l
· EP (It )-zr (It )~BP4:+-EF2
ESH.P • j )-ESH(J ,.I )+(ItLII2. ) 16.0
ES~P.K)·E5H(J ,1t).+HL/'6.0
ES"(K • .I )-E5"(J ,It)
· ES"(IC..K)-E5H(K.• K)+~HLflL )/6.0













DO 410 1-1,3' .
DO 470 .1;'1,3'
18H2 (1,.1 )-(2. ·eA"(I ,JHDELTA)+ESH(I,J)























CALL SOUND-(A(JGSH+l), A(;lGF+l") ~NP ;Haw, NCV)
CALL DEeOHP(A(JGSHH),NP.NBW)' .






















, 'CO TO',2["0 •
290 CONTINUE














C /!I It It It It • It It - It , ....
C •
,C LISTING OP THE' PROGRAM +++ THPING +++ .
C THIS nOGRAH COMPUTES THE UNSTEADY NONLINEAR TEKPERATUIl..i-·
C . DISTRIBUTION' IN. THE- INGOT,
C Str~ROUTI~ES' USED IN THIS'PROGR:AH .ARB DBCOMP,SOLVE
C '
C'*'" ~ it· ~ It i!' It It •• It •••,* It,* '* '* •• '* ~ ** *. *
\.,
,\
REAL IleT ,LENG ,HNSB ,HSSE, KT~( 2000) • SPKT(2000)
D"lHE¥SION NS(3) ,RSKl (3,3) ,EF(3) ,11.(3) ,Z(3) ,B(3 )-?C(3)
OIHERS ION A( 20000), D(2000)












op(N (UN T-2, FILE-' OUTPUTl. OAT' ,TYPE- 'OL'D' ) f
OP&~ (UN T-3. FILE-' CONOUC, OAT' ,TYPE- 'OLD' )




































ARiI· (1."( 2) *z"<3 )+R.(')·Z (1 )+1.( 1 ).Z (2 )-1. (2 ).Z (1) -11.(3) "':z{ 2)
-1l(l).z(3» l1li2.0 . . •









ESH(I.J )-C (KT·B (I )*8 (J )+Kr'c(.l ) ... C (J » "RAVER "RAVER ""2. *PR I )fAR4
CO.NTINUE· . .... , .
tt(ISIDE .LE. 0) CO TO .160
J-ISIDE I
KooHI





.. 8-0 ..27·8 :
Ii-S.6782·H
" HL-H*LENC
.".:~~i ~:::~~~:~::::\::t:~:~:~~=i: (;~l~ ~::~~ n.~ ~i:~
. K-.NS(J) . • '
~N:~KS(K). ".~ .~
EP 1.(PRO*LENC:'~EIl~'(2 *R (J )+R(K» 13;0 )·(10··4)
~~2.· ~PRO*LENC-,,:u. (R<,~ )+2 .~qc.) )./3.0 ,.·(TO...... )
81'11 .. ( (60."(~) ..... 4 )+(40*A( N),.Ad, )...... ] )+J. 2"·A (H)*"(H)"
,;to' A(N)*"(N) )+(1'2*A(K)*A(N)U3)+<,4·"(N )"''!I'4»·R(J). •
!F32~( (1"'O.A(K )"4 )+(16*A(N )·A(H )~~3 )+( 18-"(K)*A( H).A(N)··2)+
+ (16.A(H)."(N)"3 )+(10.A(N).u4n"Il(K)' .
!f3- (tlAVE~.P~0.LlNC/210.0 )*.(Z,.-31+EP32) .




+ A(N)flA(N) )+(12*A{N)*A(M)"*J )+(4*A(H)U4) )*R(lC.)
f142-( (lO*A(N) "4")+( 16 *A(H)*A(N) "3)+(18'"*A(~).A(K)~A.(~)*,*2)+
+ (16~A(N)·A(H)·.·3)+(lO·Alk)"-·nT,FRn.)- - . ,
BY4 -(RA VER*P1l.0*LE"NC/210.0 '* (£'41+£'42)
EFCJ )-U'(J) -BF3+EP~'-'





DO 170· J-l ,3"
ESHI (I .'J )-(2 •. 'CAP(I ,J )/DELTA)-ESH(I ,J)
CONTINUE
ESH(J. J )--E5M{J • J )+(ll.AVER"'HL*PHI* (3. *RCJ )+R(K» ) 16.0
'£SHeJ, It ).,2:5M(J • K)+(RAVE"'L *1'Rl* CR(J )+R(K») /6.0
ESH(K,J)-BSH(J .K) .
ES'(~ I K )-BS.H(K. K)+(RAVER"'RL ·PRI· CR(J )+3 ~ ,"'Rete.» ) 16.0
CONT-IHUE
CAP (1, 1 ).-Iip. (12. flR( 1 )"*2 .+2 • *R(2 )U2 .+2. *11.(3). "2. +6. "'R"C 1 ~ *R(2 )
+6. *R( 1 )'*R{3 )+2. lIIRC 2 )*R (3»
C.AP.<l.. 2 },,:,DP*p. "'R(1 )**2 .+3. "'R(2 )"*2 .+R(3 )""2.+4 .!"&( 1.'*R(2)+2 ••... ",~.
+. R(1)*R(3)+2.*R(2)"'M3»· ~~.
CAPe2,I)-CAPCI.2.) " ~, ~
+, CAPi_~i;~;~;;1~:::g~:;~j;~(2)*"3. *R(3)**2.+2. *R( 1 )*R.(2 )+4. *
CAPO,l)-CAP(1.3) . - . ,
CAP'(2,2 )-OP*·(Z. "'II. ( 1) **2 .+12. *R( 2) **2 .+Z. *R() **,2. +6. *R( 1 ) *R(2)
+2. "'II. ( 1) *R(3 )+6. *M2 )*R( 3»
CAP(2 ,3)-DP* (R(l )**Z •.+3."'R(2 )**2 .+3. *R() )1I1I2'..+Z ."'R('l )"'R(Z )+2'. '"
+ .CAP(3~g!~~~U:j)"R.:<2'>*~(3» , • _, . :., 1\:\
CA.PO ,3'>=D!,.~(Z.*11.(1 )**2 .+2. *R(2 )U2 .+12 .1"A~U2.+2 ..... a(1 )*R(Z)














A(JS )-A(JS )+EF( 1)
~Oti~,~NUE, .
RlW.IN~ ~









A(I)-O. 5' (A(t )+D(1»·
D(I)-A(t)
\
It.EAD(2.')KD,J:D,JtD ~ : •
DO.430 KIt-l.NE". J'" -~/







~~::(~g ~ ;~~; ~~tl (3 )*Z( 1 )+R(~l )'Z( 2) -R( 2) 'z (1 )-It. (J ),"t( Z )
-It.O)'Z(J» 'Z.O. . "






DO 450 I-j ,3
EF(I )-0.0
DO 450 J-l,3 L.
~~~~~N~~-( (U'S (I) '''"(J )+Kr'C( I )"C (J» 'RAV~'RAVER'2.~P"HI)1Alt.4" "
•~~~;~~~E .LE.?-l.GO TO 460
K-:'+1
LENG-SQRT( (Il(K)-R(J) )"Z .+(Z(K)=Z(J» "Z.)
UKP1-lTEMP.±U3 ;t- ,
"HKP2-1. 8' (TN-TEHPI ) .
- "H-US(TEMP2)/2.2S .
H-H'.*(1./4.) ,
H-0.27'" " " ._
H-·.5.6782'" " J'
HL-"*LENG ~ . ..-' .- !"
. .
·UN·)-U.(JJ.+ (R'Ayn'HL'PHI'rN' (Z. 'It. (J')+ll (K») 13.0-'
EF(K) -EF(K)+"'{RAVER 'HL 'PIII'TN' (R(J )+Z. 'R (10» 13.0
'M ..NS(J) ,
N-NS(.IV',· f~."' , '
EFI-"(Plt.O'UijC!'RAVER' (Hit. (J )i.:'(K» /3 /9)' (TN'"'' ) ." ,
!P2-'(P.R0~LENG'RAVER* (~(J")+iA~(K» /3 .O")~ TN"") ~-""
.' '1i'~1"(~"60''(H~)+(''6'A(N)"'A(H)'''J 24"A(H)":(H)., ". ",
+ (N)*'A(N»+(12"A(Pl)*A(N)"U3)+("'''' *",,» ..R.(J)' .. ' _ ,"
32 -( (l'O*A(M) "11+( l'tl'A (N )'1. ( 3 )+( 18'A(H>-*t'(k) 'A(N )~"2)+











~~3- (R-A.vfi.p"Ro~L! NG J2'1 0.0) '" <. £1 3 ~ "'~.F 3,.2-,>
E'F,~ 1.,( (6b.A'(tO~""4_')+.(40~A(H>*A eN) **,3 )+(24 ··o\(MI*A(H)·
+' ..A(N·) tiA(N,)J+(l'~*A-(N>'''.<M)*'''3 )_~(4 flACH )**4) )~ll.(K). .
£,.42-.( (lO"'A,(N)*"'4 )+( 16*0\(M) • .\'N')**3 )+( lS*A(M) f1ACH)"'A(N) '*2)~
... ,( 16*0\(6 )~A(H) '!'*3 )+(10 ""(M) **4) )"P'(J)
!F:4-(R"V!R.~PRO.LENG1Z1 0;0)" (EF4l:t:EF42)
·E~.'(.:I).~P·(·;)M!;·3+BFl· . . . '-/'
, Er(K j"~F('K)-BF4\+E·~~.
:~:'~~':~ ~:':~~~~':'~~:'~::~::::~:::i:~~'(;;iil;~~~}~'~ ~6:-<!-
8SH(K,J)-ESK(-J .K) • .' .
ESf!(K. K)-£511(K. Ie f+-CrAVRR*RL*PHI*(!l. (J >+W.*R( KU) /6.0
CONTlNU,& .' ~ ".'
CAP(~6'~;\~~;ii~ j ;~~~'l;i~;::( ;~~. )··*2 ~.+2 •• R(.~)*"'2. "~.• "'II. <. 1>*R( 2~.j
CAP( 1-, 2~jDP. (3 •• R. <. 1) *.1112.+.3. *!t (2 )/tIl:?: .+R <. 3) *"'2. +4."'R (l )*R(2 )+2 " *' ".
'.~' R(1~RO)+2.*R(2)*R(3». ..''~~:~~: ~)~g~~g:~i'(l );*2 .+R(Z )**Z .+3. *R(;j**Z .'+2. *R(l )*R(~")+l",,,,
+. R(l')*RO)+2.*R(2)*R(3'» ~_-..
• CAP'(3,l)-CAP(1.3) •.-" ,
C~P(~rll;~"i;i:(;~i~~:;~2;;:(;nz )**2 .+Z. *tr~-)"Z~.+6.~R(l )*a(2)'
CAP(2, 3)-DP*(R(1 )**2 :+3.*R(Z )**2.+). *R(3 )ft*Z .+,.. *R(l )*R(2)+2. *
'R(1)*R(3)+4.*R(2')*R(3» "
CAP(3,2)-CAP(2.3) '_
CAP(3, 3)-DP*(2 •• ,it(l )**2 •.f'i. *R(Z )**2 .+lZ •. *R(3 )**Z .+2. *R(l )*R(Z)
, +6.*R(l)*RO)+6.*R(Z)*~(,3» . '.
po 470 1-1,3












IlBWIND 2" " • . . ' "" .
....-:-CALL D:&C~HP(~(J~SM+1).~PrNBW)· " ,J)','
. \ ,CALL 'S~LV!(A(JGS~+l)'A(\GkF:~~:A(l).~W.NCL)"~









DO 240 I-l.,JG'f. "7"'~ • ,
. IF.(AB~(D(.n-",(I),.-ge.l.O)G'O TO 250
CONTINUE '. ,
. -./
GO TO 290 '
C9NTtNUE •






- REA-D(2 •• )KD,KD, KO'
'" .IF(.... (1).L'T.(.1090-L»GO TQ 10


























C/tit:"" '" '" '" '" '" ~ /t'" "'"" .. '" "'''' '" "'.II" "''' /t '" /t '" '" '" "' •••···· .
C PROGUtt LUTING· t+-+= T.MP.INCa. +++
.\. "c fHts.' PROGRAM CALCULAtES.tHE UNSTEADY tEHP •• ·STRE~S
,C DI~T'; ALONG, THE SECTION AB ttl THE . INGOT USING
l: PINITE DrPFERENCE H!THOD
I' ~.""...."'.,,~.~.~,;.U.,,"''''''''''. "'''''''.""•••*-.
DIHENSION. to.(14),TN(1"4·) .....
:--.R.EAL.·Kt iP~O,l' HiN, cPt 2000) ,ALPHA(2aoo·) .......
U ...T(T )"69000'1'6498.76-( (34500.6"4 98.76) .(T-298) 11,200.0)
YHO!,~ ~.'t)-206482.8E6.- ( ~ 10·34'21.~!6). (T~29.8) I ~ 200.0), ...........
.. -
~~::~~~i}:i: ;i~~: :~~:.~~; :~:~: :~~::; :6t~ ~
OFEN(UNIT~3. PILE-' COE'P' .DAT '.• TYPE- 'OLD') .
OPEH(UNIT-', PILE- ~.PDIPP2.DAY' , TYPE;!, 'NEW'').
0rEN(UNIT-I0·,PILE."·PDUFLDAT', T'fPE-'N·EW')
READ(l, "') (K(I). I-I, 2000)
READt2,·) (CpO) .1·:'1,2000)











ALP-K( I TEHP) I (RHO"CP (ITEHP»
H-DR"DRI (ALP"OELT) .....
TN (1 )-4"T0(1) IH+(1-4/H )""TO(1 )
















R1-0.7* (TV1 **4 -TO1 **4) 1(T1"'1-T01)
H1~1I.1!,5.669E-8 ,




S UH1oo(-S*RTOT IDR-4 )"TO (13) 1 (M" (Ii ·RTot lOR-I»
, SUH2 -S.RTOT.N"t·y, (OR "H. (4I:ttTOt/DR,-1»















































CS-TOTAL1+TOTAL4-TOTAL3 ". . . .
AS.-~OTAlt~*2-:TOTA~3· '. ...., , ...•• .'_.
OE-SQRT( ( RS-CS )Jl*2 )+( (CS -AS ) .... 2 )+( (AS -RS )~:*'i1) ..~,:,..,:
"DE-OE/'SQRT(·2.0) . _ ....~. "
¥:.~.~:~~~;~~~~ ~ ABS·(~ 1 ) ~'S 1'-IlS
IF(ABS(RS) .LT.. ABS(S2) )S2-RS
.IF.(ABS(CS)".CT.foI,S(Sl) )Sl-.CS.


























( . . 177.















'.WRITB(3 ...·)· . -1',' -I'
Kl-~
K2-2~
Kl --' NO. or NODBS IN THE i-DIRECTION
K1 .-- NO. or 'NODES 'IN THE .Z-OIllECTl.ON\",
. '\-~!A~('Z. '" )NO .N!~.~D
DO' 10' n:-l, NEL
JI.!AD(2. *.JKD. liS. D ,ItB.





.WRIT! (3." ) ltV I :VV
WRlTE'tJ )KVZ. VV
WRITE (3 )I:.V3. vv






DO' 40, I-J.l+l... NO,K1. :' . .













C"""""""""".,,,,,,, it""""""."."""*,,. "" ""c .
{. __~:~~1l~~9~~:~I~~LCUL~;;;~Ta~P~;Tl::: FURNAI:TEMP;U'TUa:' ~
C PATB FOR INGOT KEATIKG. :
C .' ,. ~ . . ' .
~ THl~p~~:;R:Mo~~~~AiK~A~~~~UT1f{t~ "BOUKtl.. DECOHP ,SOLVj:, STRUS.
C!.,,"*."*".... "... ,, "..."".""....."" "" it.""*"." ..... IIi~."
--'-.-
_ DIHENSuiN' X(I), XSTIlT(l) ,RHU'(l) ,'IlHIN(n, PI11(2.)·,PS1(1), WnO)
..' COHHON/DAVID/IDATA, IPRIKT, p. G, HAIM) TOL, ZERO, R-, REDUCE
~,~::g:~~.~:~{':~~D MAX,' :'1'; -.'
".,:
'OPEN (UK1T';'I'~ 'PILE-·· STitES-S 5. OAT' ,TYp:&- 'OLD ,'), .















ZERO-D. r _ . . .
TOL-O.I '. . . .•.. .-"
CALL "DAVID'N ,·NCONS, f(EQU-S ,NP~NAL,RMU .RK~ISTRT, X;U. PH i. psi "')' '
~~~~~N~~' ~. '.' .' '. ': '.
STOP , " ,
'END
C""""·""",;".... ,,,,,,,·,,,,·,,***",*"fi*C . /
C 'SUBTOUTINE ,EQUAL
C
C··" "**••"•••."",,•• "*""•• ",, .""."








.' . . .'
~"•• ~,.. "**" ••.*Ill."".Jlll~" ••"......~""" ••"*:11,,;" *.*.""".~ •••.
·C· -•.. ~U.aROUTINE· ~ONST~
,,~~~e·;"···~···;···"··"·I"····;~~i,;':..····..·····,·..,
i .. SUB~O,UTlNE' CONST(X.NC6~·, PH'!; '"
.' f Dtl'tENSIOrf .X~1).PH·l(.l) , .
'/ !. . COtiHoit/SUB.S·/RHI,R·HA·
"pH1(l")-R.HA-:X(l) .
PHI (2 )-X tl )-lliU .



















, ....L~IlIlIlUIl •• Il*Il •••liI._~~••• U.~.it•.Il •.•••~.
C LISTING OF. THE SUBROU'TlNE ~. +++ 'UREAL +++
C THIS P.ROGRAH COMPUTES 'TRE UNS'TEAOY NONLINEAR T&MPERATURE f.
C \ STRESS DISTRIBUTION' IN THE 'INGOT 'AND FINDS THE VALUE OF THE
C jOll-lECTIVE ~UNCTION TO'RIl MINIHUEO:
'~ ..... *.*,.****.**•.•••,.* •.Il~Il~ •• " •••••• *:••• **~*••••.• 11 .... ~*'.*•••• **11._.* •••
:~:~O~i~~~N~~~~~~-~:S~~.;KTH (2000) ':SP:T("~OOOl.~MNSE-~HSSE ;
· D'.".•S'.D.•• 'NS(3).'ESMl(3'3)'EF(3)'R(3)'Z~)"R(-3)iC.(3) .
.DIMENSIO~·'A.(20000),If(20:0P) ',... ". _.
;., ~~~~N~~~.~i.?~.(3.~) ,ESH2 (3 .3) ;~M(3.) ,U(3) .ESH(.~,3 h













OPEN (UNIT-~, PILE-' SPREAT. OAT' ,TYPE-' OLD 'I)
OPEN (UNIT.'!'81 FILE-' TEHOLD', OAT' • TYPE-' aLD·' )
OPEN (UNIT-t·, ~ILE- 'TEHP4. OAT'" TYPE- 'NEW,' )
OP'EN (QNl1;-9 ~PILE- 'TEMP 5. OAT' ,TYP.E,.' NEW').
OPEN (UNIT-10', FIL.E-' S:rRESS4. OAT' ,TYP~-'NEW.' )
DO 130 KK-l,NE '. ..









READ (3, •. ) (KTH( t.), i-l, 200~_)
READ (6, • )(SPHT(I.). 1"1,,2000)" ,











'U4~ (R~V·U.;"P~O*~'ENG/~~O. 0 )*(EP4 ~.i·P42)
u(,J)-n.(J i~!F.HE,rl •
1lP.(l.)-zp(J:.)-UHEF2~.
'ESN(J-, .1 )-ESH(J .J).(a"AVER*UL*PRI*(3. *R(J ).MIt»") 1-6.0
ESH(J .It)-ES':HJ ,,")t.(lAhR.*HL.~Hi*·(R(~).+R<It»)/6.0 .
ESH(K,J)~ES~(J,It) . '. ," .-' _'"
ESH(K.It)·,-ES.H(K, It ).~I..AV~R*IIL*PHI*(R:(.1.)-+3 .• *R.(K») /6:..0 "t"
. '160 . ~i.~~~~~~-DP*(I~ ~·'it~(·1~.*2 ~+2. *R(2)A*2'·.+2. *R"(J )~*2 ;-+6', *,R(l )*R(2) .•/.'
-t6 .*R(l )*R(~ )+2.*1(2 )*R(3.» . '.'
+ _CAP(~(i~':~~;~~.i:~~~~;'::.(;h\R(21"~ ••R.~~ ).-'2 ••4.•..~·~(.1 )*R(2)+2. * '.
CAP.(2,"l:)-CAP(l,Z~ . ,\'. . r ..
.1· .cA.P~~i~_;l_~;i~.~::g~:;~j;~(21.'*2.H.*1.(3)**2.+2 •.t11I.(l )~R.q )+4-. til
'~:~g ~ i~:~~:·g·:·~~(lf~";12.*R(Z)~:2:.~i~-.1l(3)**Z~H. ~~(1 )*.(Z)
,.Z;*a.(1)*R(3)H.*R(2)*R(3» • .
C"P(:%, 3)-DP*(ll(l )**% .-+3 .. *1(0**2.-+3 ~ *1.(3:)**Z.+Z. tIIR.(l )*&(2)+2. *
.' :! 1(1)!"R(3)H.*R.(2)*R.On '( - .
CAP,'(3,%);'CAP(2,3l •
... C?,t.~6 ~ l;~~;~~{;.~i~ ~;;~2 ;:i~; ~ ~ )*~2. +1.2. *R.{3 )*~Z, .~~~ ~R.( ~ "*R(2)





.00 170 .1-1,3 .. .•
ESH~ (1,.1 )-(2':.·*CAP (1.:.'.1 )/DELTA) -ESH( I • .1)
CONTINUE .
DO 180 1'-1 ..3"
00 180 .1-i,3
PH(I )-PH'(I ).(BSMI (I ,.1 )*AA,(J»











DO 300 I~l,JGS~':: '.
O(I),-"(1).· . '. '
00 301 I-l,JGr, \





























~g~:;g ~::~n ,\', . .; , /. .1-
AR4"'(R (2 )111. Z (3 )+R(J ) *Z 0 ..>+R·(l ")*Z.( 2) ~R (2 )*Z (1'>--1°. (.3 )'*Z (2),
1.....· -R(1)*~.(3» *2.0 _ _
I;TEHP-rrix (., (A(HS"( 1 ) )+A (NS (2)')+A (~S(')) /3.0 )-213.0)
'U-KTH(lTEHP) . . \ '-, I
SPEH~-S.PHT(~T.EJ:lP r ' ,"' ".
~~~~:~~-:~~':~i~~i4/] 60. 0 .
_DO 150 1-1,3 .
~~~g:g:~ .J (
DO "I SO J.l. 3 , . . ' :
ESH( I. J) -(CK.T.B( I ) ~B(J )+KT"'C (~)tIle(J) '*R!-VER*RAV:ER:*2 • "'PHI) / AR4






IFn'SIDE .LE. 'OrGO 'to 160
J-UIDE
K"!'J+l ~.\' ;::;~~~~~~;~1~1~R~J»""2.+(Z(K):~Z(J»**2 .. )
:>~." \ ~~~:~(~E:;g~;:~~Pl)
.... \ \ H-HU(1./4.)
'. ,·1 '•. H-0.27*8
~I " H-5"~782~~", ':" ' .•'. 'HL"H*L~ ..:l"'- • I. _g'(J. )·n (J )+(RAVER.*H. LliIPHI *TO* (2. ~R(J )+R. (K») 13;,0", EF(K)"EP(K)+(f!.AVER"HL"'E"Hl"''l0*(R(J)+2.*R·(K»))/3.0
i ··=:::~i~·--' . .
I \E;'1~(PR'~*LENC*RAVBR~'(2*a(J )+R (K) )"/3 • .0 )*(TO**4)
r 'in- (PR~'!LENC*RAVE~*(R(J)+2 010 a ( K» 13.0)11; ~TO"""~)
I BF31';',( (60:"'''(H)**' )+(40*A(N)*A(H,)**3 )+(24*A(H).liIA(H)*
'/
++' A(N)~.A(~»+(l2li1A:(H)*A(N)V3)+(~*-A(N)"""4»*R(J) , .
B.F32~( (10 fll,A(H)**4·.)+( 16*A'(N )fIIA(H) * oil! 3 )+( lS*AOi)*A(K).:!A(rt).**2'.)+
(l6*A(H)*A(N)"""3)+.("l0*A.(N)U4 ).)*~K) . .!, 1!3-(~AV~tl*PRO*L!N.G/210 .'~. )oT!:(!F31+U32)
IF41-( (60-A(N )-*4 )+( 40-A,(H)-A(N) -*3 )+(24~A(H)*A(H)­
A(N )*A(N) )+(12-A(N) *A(H) **3 )+(4*A(H) *.*4') ).-R(K) .
. 8F42.( (~0-A(N)"",4)+(16.A(H).A(N)**3 )+(18.A(H)*A(H)*A (N )* liI 2)+








&P41-( (60*1.(M )**4 ),+( 40*!'-(K)*A(M )**) )+(Z4*;'(11. )*1.(11.)11
+ M.M)*,A(M»+( 12 *A(ll )IIA(H)**:U+(4I1A(H)~1I4» 1I1(1l)
£P4Z-( (lOIlA(N; )1I.114")+(16 I1 A(H )IIA(N) *11) )+(18 111.(11.) IIA(K)IIA(M). IIZ)~
+ (.16 I1 A(N)IIA(H)tfJll)+(10 IlA(H)"4)j'IIR{J) ,
, • !P4-(ll.AV!RIIP~0IlL~NC/210:lJi* (tt41+!'42) , .
!P (J )-,EP (J )-!P3tEP1
EP(K)-U(K)-&F4.+E'Z· I
':~:~ ;~ ~::~:'g :~~;~:~:::::t:~:£: ~~~;~~i:;~i~ :~,~~~: 0
::K( J.;~~::::~~ :'~~+(~AV~~~:*'H[ II (R(;'~+) ~ IIR'(l)J) I~.0
,460 ' ~.~ T~ ,1)- p*(i2. 11.'(1 )IIIIZ .+Z. *~'(2:)fIfl;.+2.lI'I.(3)"2.:H;. 111.0 ) 1I11 (.2j ',':
" .IIR )IIR()+Z ..*R(2)IIa.(3» , --.
,/+ C.AP(~h )IIRg~'~'i ~':~~i;:~(;~(~.(Z ) ..Z .+R() ),II.~2.+4.111.(1 )IIR~'Z )~Z. II
c.AHZ,l)-'CAP(1 ..2) '. :' " '
, CAP(l,) )-D'*(3. 1111.(,1 )"Z .+R,(Z )II~Z .+). *I\.() ,)HZ .-I:Z. *'lI.(1 )*1.(2 f+4. II
R(1)*I.(3)+Z.IIR(2.)"'R(J» ,
CAP(3,I)~CA'(l.J), ,
CAP(Z~ )-OP"'(2. "'aO ) l1li 2 .+1.Z. IIR(Z )H2 .+2'. IIR(3)*''''Z .+6. *R( 1)*R(2)
• +2. 1I .(1)*1(3)'l-1I. IIR(Z)IIR(3» .
CAP(2, J )-OPlleR(1 )**2 .+). IIR(2 )HZ .+).111.') )"Z'.+2. *R(l )IIR(2 )+Z. *
R(l)II11()+4. II I.(Z)*I.(3» • ,
CAP(3,Z)"!CAP(2,:). " -", .,',
CAP (3,3 )_O,II(Z • "'11.'0 )"'Z :+2. "'1(2) l1li2. +12. IIR() )U2 .+2. Ill. (1) IIR (2) .
+ +6'.IIR(l)*Rd)+6.. "'R(~)*R()) - " ,,' ~
DO' 470 1":'1,3 •
DO 4,70 J-l.,) • . '
ESH2 ([. J ).-(2. *CAP( I, J) IDELTA )+ESH( I, J)




A{J5)-A (J S )+Ep·( I)
DO 190 .1-1 ;3'·
.;;:~~~:~+l' . ;:.;
IFeJ':J)l:90, 190 .. 200. '
J5-JGSH+(JJ'-1 )IIN'+1 I






CALL DECOK'(A('.iCSH+1), IfP, HaW)
CALL SOLV!(A(:JGSK+1), ~(JG,P+l), 1.( l?, MP ,'MBW ,MCL)
DO 240 ~;l,JG"
',;, ,/. , ,I.:,










'\O/'INUE . .... _ ..
. 9ALL STRESS(A(I),DEN,N01,KNSE;N02,KSSE), ~
;V-(ABS(DEN)-O.9)' .' -'.
:: I t=~~:~ ~~.;; ~~1i;~ ~.~~~; ~~~n.~~A~~~'~ ~.~(145')' A(150;--'-
.'\ -t:. A(6)-0\(1') _::; ..
. FORMA-T(' ',7F9.2) .
WRITE'( 9;111) (A(I) ,1-1 ,JGF)










; ... -:....,.".,. ,:X,
,e.,
I ....~.
:,\.c ~· * ;~·:.* :
....~. .'
C LIS,TIH~ OF TRi.. SUBROUTINE"·....;. STRESS ... _..
~ ~~'i~N;~~ri~.~.T~:~O~OHF.U~ESTHE :RERK~ -' ELA~"I'~' ST~.ESS~~~~OF TilEC ,·T.HlS I-SUBROUn~E ~$E"S TRE t~st ZPO~AR., .' '
.g•• ~..... \It~~ ••~ ••"".~;'••• lt-"'.*••,,,,,,, •••,.,,, ••
!1U8R'OUT~NE §U.ESS.{~."~!)I';KE1 :KNS.!;KEi;~S~E ;K~.n , .
CDHPLEX.R.OOT(3l '.' " " .' .. ', ".:4
,: ~~:::~~~;·I';:~~f·(:~~~i:~;,~i~~~~:·~~·~~i.~~'~~~(i~OOt.' ':'.-::<~'
DlttnSIO~, NSS·(6Y.•.ESNS (6,6,) ,Et$(6). B-S(", 61 "eS'(6 ,T>, DS{4 ;'41" ,' •. _ r.
DI"~HS,IOH ,STaA(4) ,.STRE (4) ~ETS (4); US (6-) ,'AS (iogoeO), SS-TilE-( 100~) " • "
,'~i:::~'~'~~ ':~~_~~~~~~~~ i~~~~~( l,OOO) ,:CSTRE~'~OOO") .'~1n,('4,lOO:O)
··REAL }(NS! ,)(S"~E<O . " " '. • .. ,
.i:~~{l)~~g~:~~::~~~(f~;~~~·:::~:-(,;~l~lj'i~~~~:~.~OO; 0) •
DATA:NCL~ll . • ,~
PRI-3.1428S7
pr-~.] '1'J: :






.... " ;';9P!N(UN~T"':Il, FlLE":'o.UTPU'r,2":-DAT". TYPe- 'OLD' )
" _ . OPEN(UNI,T-9, '-IU-' OUTP,1IT]; OAT" • TYPE-' OLD' ) .
',...;r OPEN(U~iT-l'~' tILE- 'COEF~ .~,AT 'T:YP.E- 'OLD.: ~


















READ(3.·) MEL.NS,t(l) ,Z( l) ,R.(~) ,Z(Z) ,1t(3) ,Z(3) ,ISlD!
I.Alfn-("I(l)+I("2·)+R(3) )/3'-.0 ~
ZAvn·(Z( l,)+Z..cZ )+Z (3» /3'.0'












. . '; :C').V~R.(AA(l)+AA(2 )+""(3 »'/J.Q
~~T- -~~;i:~~-~~g~~~k)
'. ::." .:.):.... ITEKP-UIl(TAVEIl-273)









X~ ~ ~.::~ ~:::i:~i~~~f
05'(2.4) -0'; 0 ~
D5(3;I)'"-05(I,3)
05(-3... 2.)-05(2';'3) ,
;/ OS (3.3 ) '!'IlATlO-PR. )
;, ~DS(j.•.4).O;O "': '.'
D5(4-;1)-.1I5(L,4.)
os (4.~ ).O"S(2. 4)
D5(4;3)0005(3,4)
. ~-D.S (4' i.·~,>·RAr'(l ;":2*.J>a )/2.0
.:a~:,ig~:i~g
"B(3}-Z(l )wZ(2)
C( L )'-R'C 3 )-R (2)
C(2)"!R(l')-RP)
C(3);'R(2)-R(1) . .





















IP(ICRn.EQ •.l).GO Tp 531
. "00 507 1-1,6
DO 507 J-l:4- -
CSO:.,J)-O.O .
DO' 507 X.-l.4·· ..
CS (.l,J)-CS(I ,J1+BSpC:. I )II'DS (K,J)
00'5081'-1;6 ..'
5UH1'-0.0.. .
00 509. K-t ,4





ESHS (I. J) "SUH"PHI "'RAVER! "R2














CA~L BOUND (AS(JCSHS;t) ,AS {JG*Hl ). MPS. Haws. NeL)
CALL DECOHP(AS(JGSHS+L) ,MPS •.HaWS) -.'






















- DO 50$ It-l,6










OENU·(KK) -( (0. 5f1 «ASTRE(KK) -RSTU (KK» U2) )+(0.5*( (RSTR! (KK)
+ -CSTU(U) )U2»+(O. 5f1«c.sTIlE(U)-ASTRE(KK) )U2»+
+" 3"fI(S5TRE(U)U2»UO.5'
ROOTl(l )-1.0
ROOT 1 (2 )--(RSUE (U )+ASTlt.E (KK)lCSTRE (lK»
ROOTI (3 )-UTIlE (ltlt)flASTU (ltIC") +ASTIlE (ltX) fiG STIlE (KK)+RSTIlE(KIO
+ flCSTltE(KK.> -SSTltE(J:K)flSSTRE(ItK) ,
























































SU8ROUTINE BOUND(GSH. GP. NP. NIIW. NGL)
~~H~~.:I~: ..~~i (N:. N,WJ •G'CNP. NCL):IB (1). BV (1 ~
10).-0
In-o'
~ READCII, fl)!a, BV.
o POJ.HAT,(6I3.2X.6rlO.5) ....
10-0
DO 104 L-l,i. \
























cr (Il:. JH)-c-P(K. JH)"CSH(I.J )·BC
GSH(x";J)~O.o
. 1P,(I..LE."0)GO 'TO 211
DO 219 JM-i,NeL







. '~~,~,;~, KQ.O)IlET·URN ~






SUBROUTINE *". DECOMP' ~ ..
C••• *: ••••*•.•••• '" *•••••* ~ ••*••••••••••••• it













DO 225 K-J ,HK
NK-JW+K








SUBROUTINE SOLVE (GSH, Gp·,lI;, NP, NBW ,NCL)
DIMENSION GSM(NP,NBw:r;GF(NP,NCL),Jr.(NP..N L)

























SUH-SUH+GSM(I. J) *X( N, KK)





'. ;\',.-, ...".,...... ':~ '\ ,,;.




